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ABSTRACT

All over the world, billions of people are walking throughout their entire lives without ever hearing the
Gospel of Jesus Christ, and they never will unless someone crosses into their culture to share it with
them. Giving Gospel access to all people groups is a huge mission for the Church to tackle, but this
mission is often not even known among the Millennial generation.
Initial investigation for this thesis found that although some Millennials are engaging in missions, there
is still a huge need for people to give, go, pray, and send, especially as older missions workers age out.
Existing literature on the subject found that when Millennials don’t engage in missions, it’s mostly
caused by a lack of awareness of the purpose, value, and opportunities for involvement in missions.
Therefore, this thesis explores how the Church can better mobilize Millennials to missions.
For the research process, first the existing research on Millennials and missions was reviewed. Then,
case studies and visual analyses of those studies were conducted on three projects related to the topic.
Finally, 9 missions workers and 13 Millennials were interviewed with a guided-storytelling-style.
The research showed that Millennials need a resource tailored to them to shed light on three aspects
of missions: the purpose, the value, and opportunities for involvement. The visual solution proposed
by this thesis creates clear pathways for Millennials to engage with missionaries and missions opportunities so they can take ownership of the task to evangelize the nations.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM
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A TRIP TO MEXICO...WITH QUESTIONS
Last summer, I went on a mission trip to Mexico. It was my first mission trip, but it was the result of
many years of God working in me to cultivate a heart for missions. I had been curious about missions
for a while, but I didn’t know how to get involved or even really what missions was all about. Wasn’t I
doing missions already by sharing the Gospel with people around me? Why did missionaries have to go
to other countries? Was it missions to go dig wells in third world countries? And was it even Biblical for
me to participate in missions as a woman?
These were some of the questions I had even after the week-long trip to Mexico, and I began to
wonder if other people were like me—in the dark about missions. I now know that short-term mission
trips are more about giving Christians exposure to mission work, as well as helping long-term missionaries already on the ground. Of course, the group I went with did some good work while we were there
too—painting houses, laying down concrete floors, and helping with the kids summer Bible school.
People have physical needs as well as spiritual needs, and part of missions is meeting both. But I’m
getting ahead of myself.
I’m so grateful for that trip to Mexico because it got me thinking about missions, which led to this
project. When I came back, I wanted to share stories of what God had done while we were there, but it
was slightly overwhelming and I was also in the middle of the summer semester of school. I wondered
how many actual missionaries had stories they wanted to tell but didn’t have time to or didn’t have the
words to say. This led me to the idea of telling missionary stories. But it was more than that; I thought
about why these stories even need to be told, and I realized I wanted to hear missionary stories
because I wanted to be a part of it. I wanted to be a part of the mission of God, but I didn’t even know
where to start.
FINDING—AND CREATING—ANSWERS
That’s where my research came in. Were there other Christians like me who wanted to be involved
in this elusive idea of missions but had no idea how? Or maybe Christians who loved God but were
completely unaware of His mission? Turns out, the answer was yes. Just like I did before I started this
project, many Millennial American Christians lack awareness of the purpose, value, and opportunities
in cross-cultural missions, which leads to a low engagement in missions, especially with unreached
people groups. It’s not just Millennials either—I’m technically part of Generation Z—but I focused on
the Millennial generation because the bulk of the existing literature pertains to this demographic, and
they had the greatest lack of awareness compared to Christians in other generations.
With this problem in mind, the core of my idea is to increase Millennial engagement in cross-cultural
missions, whether that’s financial giving, short-term missions travel, long-term service, or prayer for
missionaries and unreached people groups. Initial investigation found that although some Millennials
definitely are engaging in missions, there is still a huge need for people to give, go, pray, and send,
especially as older missions workers age out. The evidence is in the 7,000+ people groups who are
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still unreached with the Gospel. As will be discussed, existing literature on the subject also found that
when Millennials don’t engage in missions, it is mostly caused by a lack of awareness of the purpose
of missions, the value of missions, and the opportunities that exist for engagement in missions. If Millennials were made aware of each of these, they would probably engage in missions more than before,
but there is currently no standard targeted manner of teaching Millennials these things. As I found
when I came back from Mexico, it can be hard for missionaries to tell their stories, and even then, how
would they reach the general Millennial Christian population? The goal of this thesis is to create a tool
that missionaries and the Church in general can use to lead Millennials to take ownership of the call to
reach the nations with Gospel.
THE IMPACT
The impact of this solution could have lasting effects on thousands of missionaries all across the world,
not to mention the people they will reach with the Gospel. The research first establishes the problem
of a lack of engagement in missions in general among Millennial American Christians, due to the three
factors listed before. It used to be more obvious why the local church would send missionaries into the
field, and church members were willing to go. With the growing secularism of American culture and
the pull of younger generations away from the Church, the Millennial generation does not understand
why Christians need to evangelize in countries outside their own. Even the ones that do understand
the purpose and value are having a hard time finding accessible opportunities to engage in missions
where they can actually see they are making an impact. With this understanding of the lack of Millennial missional engagement, missions agencies, churches, missionaries, and individuals can begin to
solve the problem of limited Millennial engagement.
While knowledge of the reasoning behind lack of engagement is good, a step further must be taken.
The Church must have a remedy for these three problems—lack of awareness of the purpose, value,
and opportunities in international missions. That’s where my visual solution comes in. The goal is to
create a tool that will bring awareness to the purpose of missions, teach the value of missions, and
showcase opportunities for involvement in missions in a way that will increase engagement in missions
among Millennial Americans. Not everyone will be called to go overseas, but everyone should at least
get the chance to understand their potential to be called and their calling as Christians to support
those who do go through financial giving and prayer.
This project is important because missions is important—it’s literally a matter of life and death: eternal
life with God or eternal separation from God. If the service created based on this research does what
it’s meant to do and the Church sees an increase in missional involvement, this would have ramifications across the world, not to mention the potential increase in unity as the Church rallies around the
mission of God.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE STAKEHOLDERS
Millennials and the Local Church
On an individual level, Millennials will be impacted by this project because this tool will help Millennials
see how getting involved in missions can enhance their faith and add vibrancy to their lives. Millennials are the focus of this project since they are currently the largest generation and will be the ones to
continue the tradition of missions in the Church (for now). The local church will be impacted by this
project because when Millennials become more passionate about missions, they will take up the mantle of spreading the Gospel to all nations, which is part of why the church exists.
Missionaries
Current missionaries will be affected because the increased engagement by Millennials will provide
more support on the ground by Millennials who go serve and monetarily by Millennials who will be
inspired to give. This new solution will also bring awareness to the value of the work missionaries
are doing, which will make it easier for Millennials to see where their money is going and to see what
opportunities there are for involvement in the field.
Missions Organizations
A lot of missions-sending agencies already have recruitment strategies in place, so the aim of this project is to work with missions organizations, not replace them. This project is mainly meant to be a tool
that makes recruitment and engagement easier for everyone. Missions organizations will be able to
use this solution as part of their recruitment model to get more Millennials involved in missions. With
Millennials joining these organizations and coming up with new, innovative ideas, the fabric of missions
agencies will begin to change for the better.
Unreached People Groups
Finally, this solution would not even be necessary without unreached people groups, who will be the
largest group impacted by this project. With a clearer central purpose and vision for missions that this
project can provide, the Church will be better equipped to reach those people groups with the Gospel, with Millennials and future generations learning from the mistakes of past missions efforts. This
solution will serve as a tool to expedite the spread of the Gospel to those who do not currently have
access to it, so that one day every tribe, tongue, and nation will have the chance to bow before the
throne of God, who is good and cares about each one.
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CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH
R E S E A RC H RATIO N A LE
R E S E A RC H M E TH O D S
LITE RATUR E R E VIE W
C A S E STUD IE S & VIS UA L A N A LYS E S
IN TE RVIE WS
C O N C LUS IO N
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RESEARCH RATIONALE

Before delving into a visual solution, research had to be done to establish the problem of low Millennial engagement in missions. There is not currently a singular product that attempts to solve this
problem; therefore, this thesis conducted research to bring clarity to the issue in order to help solve it.
The research as laid out on the following pages was conducted in the form of a literature review, case
studies, visual analyses, and interviews.

RESEARCH METHODS
LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of the literature review was to discover what the existing written or spoken literature had
to say on the topic, as well as to establish context for the problem. The research was guided by several
research questions:
1. What is missions?
2. Are Millennials getting involved in missions? Why or why not?
3. What factors are competing for the attention of Millennials that are keeping them from
engaging in missions?
4. What do Millennials currently understand about missions? What don’t they understand?
5. What keeps Millennials from going on mission trips and giving to missions?
The literature review answered these questions for the most part, but it opened up a new set of questions regarding missionary stories as a tool for recruitment. If the best way to get Millennials involved
in missions is to show them how, what can be created to aid missions organizations and churches in
telling these great stories of what God has done? There has been some research done already on this
topic, but it is not exhaustive. This is where the case studies came in.
CASE STUDIES
The purpose of each of the conducted case studies was to inform the solution produced from this
thesis by revealing where each case has succeeded in solving the presented problem and where the
solution could have been implemented better. Three case studies were conducted on three different
phenomena relating either to the topic of missions or to the specific type of visual solution, or both.
These studies help enhance the research by finding how similar solutions have helped both the user
and the consumer, like how this thesis’ solution will help both missionaries and Millennials. They also
show how other organizations have approached the sometimes-classified nature of missions while still
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sharing enough to get Millennials excited about engaging. Finally, with all the information in the visual
solution, these case studies help determine how it should be sorted and displayed in a way that makes
sense for Millennials and for the purpose of missions.
Case Study 1: Patreon
The first case study was done on Patreon because of the platform’s potential for storytelling coupled
with a financial support format. Patreon is a crowdfunding site for creators co-founded by Jack Conte
and Sam Yam in 2013. The purpose of the project was to find a way to get creators paid directly by fans
for the value creators give them. Part of the attraction of Patreon is that fans get to interact with their
favorite creators on a deeper level. Supporters get to know the creators personally and receive extra
content. Part of the problem of this thesis is that Millennials aren’t connecting to missionaries, so part
of my solution could be similar to Patreon’s platform. This solution would also help missionaries get
paid directly by more supporters, like creators are paid directly by their fans.

INTERVIEWS
The final research method was interviews, because I wanted to gain first-hand answers to my research
questions from people who will actually be benefiting from my thesis. Since missionaries and Millennials will be the ones using my visual solution, I wanted their input as to what they need and what would
actually be helpful to them. I recognize that I can’t solve the problem in a way that will please every
single person, but I do want it to be helpful for a large majority of my audience. That’s why I want to
interview missionaries and Millennials with a variety of backgrounds and experiences to be the most
representative of the general population of my visual solution’s audience. The goal is to create a tool
that will serve real people, so I need to find out what services those real people need.
Each of the individual case studies, visual analyses, and interviews will be looked at in depth in later
pages. Before then, to give context to the problem and to show what this project is all about, here is
the literature review.

Case Study 2: Scatter Global
Andrew Scott and Jonathan Thiessen, president and senior vice president of Operation Mobilization,
co-founded Scatter Global in 2016, along with a group of other Christians who were passionate about
missions. The purpose of starting Scatter Global was to provide the church and individual Christians
with resources and practical steps to engage in global missions through their everyday vocations. The
goal of the project was to increase involvement in missions through the way Christians go about their
everyday lives, which is similar to the goal of my project.
Case Study 3: HeartCry Missionary Society
HeartCry Missionary Society was founded in 1988 by evangelist and former missionary Paul Washer
because he saw a need for supporting indigenous missionaries in poorer countries but in a way that
was biblical, right, and yielded real fruit. HeartCry aims to connect the Western church with indigenous missionaries throughout the world, providing training and resources in order to advance the
Gospel through those countries. Their website allows missionaries to share personal biographies and
updates about the work they’re doing in the mission field through blog posts on their profiles. This was
similar to what I wanted my visual solution to be, so analyzing how HeartCry set up and organized their
missionary profiles informed how my project set up and organized missionary profiles.
VISUAL ANALYSIS
This thesis also utilized visual analyses for each of these case studies. From a graphic design standpoint, it helped to determine what types of visual styles Millennials positively respond to in order to
have the most engagement. An analysis of the successes and pitfalls of the case study visuals also
informed this solution’s visuals. Since part of the solution is telling missionary stories in some way, it
was helpful to note how stories are currently being told through visual design.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION
There are 7.9 billion people who live in the world today, and according to the Joshua Project, there
are still 3.28 billion people who have little to no access to the Gospel (Global Statistics). It’s not just
that they haven’t heard the Gospel—they have no way of hearing the Gospel unless someone crosses
into their culture to tell them that Jesus Christ died for them and was resurrected so they could have
eternal life with God if they believe. Giving Gospel access to those 3.28 billion people is a huge mission
for the Church to tackle, but this mission is not even known to many Millennials, the largest generation and the majority of the workforce (A Force for Impact 3). American Evangelical Christians do care
about making Jesus known to all peoples, but they don’t always know how or why it’s so urgent. With
the older generations beginning to age out of the mission field, the younger generations are needed to
step in and continue their work. While a variety of reasons can be cited, this thesis will categorize them
in order to better determine a solution for this limited participation. This thesis will demonstrate that
Millennial American Christians lack awareness of the purpose, value, and opportunities in cross-cultural missions, which leads to a low engagement with unreached people groups in a missional context.
DEF INE TERMS
Before analyzing what the literature says about these reasons for low engagement, it is necessary to
define terms that could have ambiguous or multiple definitions to ensure proper comprehension. All
of these terms can have different meanings to different people, but this thesis is giving them specific
limits in order to clearly communicate abstract ideas in concrete written language, and for the sake of
bringing awareness to the lesser-known purpose of missions to bring every people group back to God.
This thesis is not claiming that any of the following definitions disqualify other meanings of the term.
Missions | any cross-cultural effort to share the Gospel of Jesus Christ, specifically with people groups
who have limited or no access to the Gospel. In this thesis, cross-cultural does not require crossing a
geographical boundary.
For the purposes of this thesis, missions is a type of general evangelism but not all evangelism is missions. Non-missional evangelism is just as important as missions, and evangelism is still a part of the
mission of God and the Great Commission, but in order to clearly discuss the part of that mission that
evangelizes all people groups, this thesis will call that part “missions”.
Evangelism | sharing the Gospel with someone in close cultural proximity to the sharer in which there
are minimal to no cultural barriers. Evangelism as defined here is also part of the mission of God. “Missions” and “evangelism” both fall under the broad category of general evangelism, defined as sharing
the Gospel with the intent of making disciples. However, when evangelism is discussed in this thesis, it
is referring to evangelism that is not cross-cultural unless otherwise specified as “general”.
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Ralph Winter, founder of missions organization Frontier Ventures, came up with a helpful way to define
different types of general evangelism: E-1, E-2, and E-3 evangelism. E-1 evangelism is sharing the Gospel with little to no communication barriers. E-2 evangelism has some language or cultural barriers, but
not enough to prevent possible communication. E-3 evangelism requires crossing significant cultural
and language barriers in order to effectively communicate the Gospel. In other words, the E-1 task is
near, E-2 is close, and E-3 is far, in terms of cultural distance (Winter). Thus, for this thesis, only E-3 and
E-2 evangelism is missions.
Another caveat, however, is that not all E-3 or E-2 evangelism is missions. It is only missions if the
people group being evangelized would have no other way of hearing the Gospel except by E-2 or E-3
evangelism because there is no significant body of believers in their people group to evangelize by E-1
evangelism. Any act to support or build upon that type of work is also missions.
This is not to wag a finger at pastors and churches that encourage all members to live “on mission”. It is
so important for Christians to share the Gospel with everyone, whether at home or in a faraway country; however, this paper will discuss why it can sometimes be unhelpful to confuse sharing the Gospel
in a reached culture with sharing the Gospel with an unreached people group.
People Group | “the largest group within which the Gospel can spread as a church planting movement
without encountering barriers of understanding or acceptance” (What is a People Group?). In other
words, a people group shares the same language, culture, and history.
Unreached People Group | “a people group among which there is no indigenous community of
believing Christians with adequate numbers and resources to evangelize this people group without
outside assistance” (Definitions).
This thesis is using Joshua Project for these two definitions because they have an extensive database
and mapping system for documenting people groups and where evangelical Christianity has spread
around the world, so they know what they’re talking about. Another reason is because Joshua Project is
widely used by missionaries and missions organizations for statistics on evangelism taking place world
wide. There are many ways to define a people group and unreached people groups, but the Joshua
Project defines it systematically with the goal of supporting church planting and discipleship efforts
around the world (What is a People Group?). For the purposes of this thesis, to find a solution for the
limited participation of Millennials in missions, Joshua Project’s definitions work well.
According to Joshua Project, as of the time of writing there are 7,402 unreached people groups, which
is 42.5 percent of the 17,432 total people groups around the world (Global Statistics). It can be tempting
to get caught up in the numbers, as other sources may have differing numbers, and those numbers
are changing all the time because a people group will become reached, another people group will be
found, or another organization will define people groups in a different way. For example, missions
website Global Teams defines an unreached people group as having a population of less than 2%
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evangelical Christians and states that there are 6,648 unreached people groups, or 2.9 billion people
(Unreached People Groups). Despite differing numbers, these two sources agree that approximately
40 percent of all people groups are unreached. Missions movement Finishing the Task focuses on
the people groups that are not just unreached but unengaged, meaning absolutely no active church
planting is known to be occurring in that people group. Their website states that there are currently
149 unengaged, unreached people groups in the world with a population of over 500 per people group
(The UUPG List). That’s still at least 74,500 individuals, since the populations of most of the 149 people
groups are well over 500. Regardless of how one chooses to define a “people group” or “unreached”,
the fact remains that the numbers are still quite large, and if Christians don’t understand the purpose
of missions, unreached people groups will remain unreached.

mandate for cross-cultural missions, the end vision of God’s glory among all peoples or nations, or
their unique part in the plan of God for their generation” (Lambert). According to the Barna Group,
a private, non-partisan organization that has been conducting research and surveys on culture since
1984, over half of professing Christians don’t even know what the Great Commission is (51% of Churchgoers). Celebrated global missions author Paul Borthwick agrees with this statistic. In one of his global
mission classes that he teaches at Gordon College in Massachusetts, he approximates that over 80
percent of his students can’t name any of the five Great Commission statements in the Bible, based on
a quiz he gives out at the beginning of each semester (Borthwick 19). He says they “have little knowledge of the specific biblical foundational “why?” of outreach and crosscultural mission” and “they are
not alone” in their lack of knowledge among Christians across the U.S. (20).

Engagement | any involvement in the general field of missions, whether through short-term trips,
long-term service, prayer, or financial giving. In this thesis project, mobilization leads to engagement.
(This term is not to be confused with the same term in “unengaged people groups”.)

It is significant that a large portion of American Christians don’t know the Great Commission, which
can be found in the biblical books of Mark, Luke, John, Acts, and, most popularly, Matthew, which
states, “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you” (Matt.
28:19–20). The word “nations” was originally written in Greek as “ethnos”, which means a tribe or
people group of the same nature (“G1484 - ethnos - Strong’s Greek Lexicon (esv).”). This is important
to note because a key purpose of the Great Commission is for God to have people following him from
all “ethnos”, but an “ethnos” that doesn’t have access to the Gospel won’t even have that chance. If
American Christians don’t know the Great Commission, especially the “all nations” part, they may not
see the need to share the Gospel with an unreached people group because they can just share with
their own culture, or even not at all.

Christians | people who profess faith in Jesus Christ and have a habit of attending church or an intentional worship gathering of believers. It is assumed that these Christians already have a baseline desire
to serve Christ and obey his commands, which means there will be no religious or theological reservations toward missions. This thesis is also only focusing on Evangelical Christians and therefore not
Catholics or the church of the Latter Day Saints, for example. Furthermore, when this paper says “the
Church”, it is referring to the collective body of Evangelical Christians, focusing on the United States.
Millennial | a person born between 1981–1996, ages 25–41 in 2022. While not every person in this age
range will exhibit the same characteristics, it is helpful to have a general vision for who this thesis is
focusing on and building a solution for, whether they’re exactly in the defined age range or not. This
thesis is focusing on Millennials because Millennials are currently the largest generation and the majority of the workforce (A Force for Impact 3). Additionally, they are in the best position to participate in
missions by going on trips or giving financially because they are generally young enough to be physically mobile but old enough to have a stable income and to travel as autonomous adults. Again, the
goal is to give a general target to focus on within the problem of American Christians not engaging in
missions in order to identify the reasons why and move toward a potential solution.
LACK OF AWARENESS OF THE PURPOSE OF MISSIONS
American Christians Don’t Know the Great Commission
To begin dissecting the reasons for limited engagement in missions among Christian Millennials, it
would be wise to begin with the largest and most widespread reason: the lack of awareness of the
purpose of missions. An article in bi-monthly missions magazine Mission Frontiers sums up this problem
well: “There is a generation of North Americans who have not yet been discipled as global hearted/
minded Christians. They do not understand the narratives related to the mission of God, the biblical
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Differentiating Between Evangelism and Missions
This is also why it is important to differentiate between evangelism and missions—one being within
a reached culture and the other crossing into an unreached culture. If an American Christian defines
missions as simply sharing the Gospel with anyone, they could equate evangelizing their culturally
American neighbor with evangelizing those who don’t have the same access to the Gospel. Evangelism of all kinds is important; we need local evangelism as well as cross-cultural evangelism, but the
key reason to differentiate between missions and non-missional evangelism comes down to access. If
God’s plan is for all peoples (“ethnos”) to be brought back to himself, there needs to be a distinction
between evangelizing a reached people group and evangelizing an unreached people group in order to
bring awareness to the need for an intentional effort to make disciples of the latter. In other words, the
purpose of missions is to bring all peoples back to God, and the definition of missions is the means by
which that happens—namely, any cross-cultural effort to share the Gospel of Jesus Christ, specifically
with people groups who have limited or no access to the Gospel.
David Platt, renowned pastor and speaker and former president of the Southern Baptist International
Mission Board (the IMB), expounds on these dangers in an interview with Mission Frontiers magazine.
He emphasizes the fact that the Great Commission commands Christians to make disciples of all the
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nations among all the people groups, achieving what he calls “the ultimate purpose of God in history:
to save men and women from every nation, tribe, and tongue for His glory” (Platt, We Are Not All
Missionaries). This is not Platt’s own idea; it comes straight from Revelation, which says “And [the four
living creatures and the twenty-four elders who had fallen down before the throne of the Lamb] sang
a new song, saying ‘Worthy are you to take the scroll and open its seals, for you were slain, and by your
blood you ransomed people for God from every tribe and language and people and nation’” (Rev. 5:9).
This is the same idea discussed earlier—that God’s plan is for every “ethnos” to worship him.
In an article in the same Mission Frontiers issue as the David Platt interview, Rick Wood affirms that
the lack of awareness of the real purpose of missions has erroneously resulted in many church leaders
calling everything missions and every Christian a missionary. He goes on to say, “I am sure that these
leaders mean well and are sincerely trying to get their congregants to take seriously the need to reach
out to the lost in their midst, but a lack of clarity about the mission Jesus gave us is killing the Church’s
ability to clearly focus its efforts and resources upon the critical task of fostering Kingdom Movements
of discipleship and church planting within all peoples.”
Platt agrees, saying, “An emphasis on ‘your mission field’ can cause unhelpful tunnel vision such that
you focus on the people/place right around you to the exclusion of people/places far beyond you. If we
all just focus on ‘our mission field’ right around ‘our churches,’ then over 2 billion people will continue
to be born, to live and to die without ever hearing the Gospel” (Platt, We Are Not All Missionaries).
American Christians who only focus on evangelizing those nearest them can end up neglecting to
pray or give to support those who do go overseas to share the Gospel with unreached people groups
(Wood). Again, any kind of evangelism is important and very valuable, but missional evangelism cannot
be ignored by an individual on the basis of already doing non-missional evangelism.
It’s important to note, too, that the mission is not complete just because the Gospel has gone to the
“ends of the earth” geographically. As seen in Revelation 5:9, the purpose of missions is not to have
Christians from every geographical country before God’s throne, but from every tribe, language,
people, and nation. According to missions giant Ralph Winter in his 1974 Lausanne Congress address,
nearly every country in the world has a Christian church, but as a result many Christians are under “the
impression that the job is now nearly done”, and many U.S. denominations believe they can “count on
local Christians everywhere to finish the job” (1). However, he points out that “most non-Christians in
the world today are not culturally near neighbors of any Christians and that it will take a special kind of
‘cross-cultural’ evangelism to reach them” (2). What was true in 1974 is still true today, and now Millennials have a chance to join the mission, if only they would know that the unreached exist.
Social Justice Work is Not the Same as Missionary Work
Another somewhat-common misunderstanding of missions, especially among Millennials, is that social
justice work is the same as missionary work. Christian-focused independent news source Baptist News
Global released an article recently that analyzes the Barna Group’s research report entitled “The
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Future of Missions.” In that report, survey data found that “A significant minority of young engaged
Christians sees missionary work as inseparable from social justice work”, and “three in 10 (29%) say a
missionary and ‘someone else who does work to fight poverty and injustice’ are very similar, compared
to about one-quarter of older Christians (23%)” (Bridges). The 29% is definitely a minority, but it is
still important to acknowledge that some Millennials think this because it means missions agencies and
churches need to do a better job of educating Millennials on the purpose of missions, as has already
been evidenced. This statistic is also important to note because it shows that Millennials care about
humanitarian and social justice work and view it as an integral part of missions. So if missions agencies
are only focusing on church planting and discipleship, they might deter a lot of Millennials who will look
to serve outside the realm of missions.
An episode of the Global Missions Podcast, a multi-season podcast for equipping Christians who want
to participate more effectively in the Great Commission, also discusses the “Future of Missions” Barna
report with Sarah Farley, the Southeast Regional Mobilizer Associate for the IMB. In the episode, Farley talks about the need for balance between social aid and evangelism: “It plays all back towards what
Jesus calls us to do which is not just the Great Commission but to love our neighbor as ourself, and the
missionary task really plays into that: how do we love people where they’re at as we’re trying to reach
them with the Gospel?” (“3 Questions”). She goes on to answer the question of whether or not missions agencies engaging with social aid could be a positive motivator for Millennials getting involved in
missions. “Absolutely” she says. “You don’t have to convince them to go help somebody…they’re ready
for it, they just need to be equipped on how to do it in a biblical way” (“3 Questions”).
In the Mission Frontiers article cited at the beginning of this section, author John Lambert advocates
for balance between evangelism and justice: “From my vantage point, most North American Millennial
followers of Jesus are emerging with a zeal for justice, but very little awareness of the remaining task of
world evangelization” (Lambert). He goes on to say that these two sides of the missions coin can and
should coexist, and that the church needs to make the most of this “God-given impulse and cry for
justice in the Millennial generation” (Lambert).
Missions’ History with Colonization
Another hiccup to getting Millennials involved in missions is the unfortunate history of being associated with colonization. Part of the Baptist News Global article mentioned earlier discusses this colonization issue, recalling that, “the first major eras of Protestant mission expansion into Asia, Africa
and Latin America paralleled the age of Western colonial dominance in the 19th and early 20th centuries” (Bridges). It would be remiss not to mention the 11th–13th century crusades, as well, where the
pre-Reformation Christians were at war with the Muslims to see who would maintain possession of
the Holy Land—in the name of spreading Christianity. For these reasons and many others with regards
to missions history, Barna data notes that “one-third of young adult Christians (34%) agrees that ‘in
the past, missions work has been unethical,’ compared to one in four adults 35 and older (23%)” (Young
Christians). Plus, “two in five (42%) agree that ‘Christian mission is tainted by its association with
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colonialism’ (vs. 29% older adults 35+, 31% teens)” (Young Christians). With young black Christians, the
Barna article says that they “are more reluctant than the white majority to say they value missionaries’
work” (Young Christians). The data proves that this association with colonialism is one that needs to be
addressed by missions agencies in order to attract Millennial participation, especially Millennials that
aren’t a part of the white majority.
Jason Thomas, the African American Church Mobilization Strategist for the IMB who has spent the
last 11 years in college ministry talks about the need to have this conversation in the same episode
of the Global Missions Podcast on the future of missions with Sarah Farley: “In the past, missions has
not always been up to par. Sometimes it’s been connected to colonialism, sometimes it’s been connected to the expansion of American territory versus just the Gospel expansion, so we want to have
a healthy conversation about that because we see in the findings, many of the “supportive skeptics”
are still supportive but they think we need to start having honest conversations about the history of
missions” (“3 Questions”). Those “supportive skeptics” are termed in the Barna “Future of Missions”
report, because they think missionary work is very important, but want to see a change in the way
missions has been done.
Barna conducted an interview on this point with Barbara Jones, who is a consultant to Mission to
the World with years of experience in diversity efforts in missions. She brings up the important point
that in many American missions agencies, people of color have been required to assimilate into the
dominant culture, leading to unfortunate missed opportunities to see a more complete picture of
the Gospel being lived out and younger generations not wanting to be a part of such stifling (Jones).
Despite younger generations’ negative view of missions, Jones reminds Christians that “the mission of
the Church remains, however imperfectly it has been implemented in the past.” She suggests honestly
evaluating what is keeping American Christian institutions from accepting as valid the way people of
color live out the Gospel (Jones). She says this also includes surrendering control and recognizing that
what may be the dominant culture is not the only culture, nor the best culture (Jones). Millennials, as
well as Gen Z, can lead the way in respectfully engaging various cultures with the Gospel, in spite of
mission history’s past flaws.
On the theme of Millennials leading the way, Jason Thomas of the IMB continues in the podcast episode cited earlier, saying, “we want to have that conversation [because] when we start to engage it, it
actually allows people to want to become part of the missions history to rewrite the history to make
it a bit more about the Gospel and less about some of the other things that were tacked onto it in the
past” (“3 Questions”). This is yet another reason why it’s important to understand the purpose of missions: without a clear vision for why the Church is going on mission, good intentions can have unfortunate outcomes, like exalting one culture over another or forgetting to share the Gospel in the midst
of supplying humanitarian aid. Knowing the purpose of missions is only part of the solution, though.
Millennials must understand the value of missions, as well.
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LACK OF AWARENESS OF THE VALUE OF MISSIONS
Christianity in General is Not Valued
Once Millennials understand the purpose of missions, the biggest reason they still don’t get involved
in missions is because they don’t understand the value of missions to their own lives, or to the lives
of others. In a 2019 study done by the Barna Group, surveys found that 47% of Millennials at least
somewhat believe it is wrong to share their faith with those of a different faith (Almost Half). Furthermore, the study found that Millennials tend to think that to disagree with someone is to judge them,
which probably explains the reluctance towards sharing one’s faith with someone of a different faith
(Almost Half ). The article discussing the study’s findings says this could be because of a general cultural ambivalence toward spiritual matters, but also because of “a growing cultural suspicion of people
of faith” (Almost Half). Christian Millennials could be wary of people being suspicious of them if they
publicly share their faith. In the Global Missions Podcast, this idea is backed up in the commentary on
the “Future of Missions” data: “Christianity is becoming marginalized as extreme, consumerism and
self-fulfillment are taking center stage, and young people feel increasingly uneasy about the idea of
evangelism” (“3 Questions”). If young Christians are not taught the value of missions, Christianity will
continue to be pushed to the margins.
The Busyness of Life
In an article by Global Missiology, an established publisher of missions articles, that analyzes data on
a recent young adult missions conference, the survey revealed that young adults ages 25–35 were not
participating in missions initiatives from that particular conference primarily because of the “busyness
of life” (Rodemann and Awuku). It can be surmised that “busyness” would be the predominant reason keeping Millennials from any sort of missions engagement, which reveals that missions is not as
highly valued as other parts of their lives. Now this is not necessarily indicative of a Millennial’s heart
or desire to serve God; again, it may just be that they are not aware of missions’ value. This begets the
question of what Millennials value and how missions can meet those values.
Consumerism, Materialism, and the American Dream
There is a controversial statistic circling the web and social media that at the time of writing is on the
homepage of Radical.net, a missions initiative created by David Platt that focuses on equipping the
Church to be on mission to the unreached. That statistic is this: “Less than 1% of all money given to
missions goes to unreached people and places” (Radical Homepage). If this is true, the Church does not
appear to value missions with its finances, but there may be more to the story.
This statistic mainly comes from data gathered by The Traveling Team, a traveling missions conference
for university students that has compiled statistics on all aspects of missions. Their data on money is
largely pulled from a report on the Status of Global Christianity derived from World Christian Encyclopedia by the Center for the Study of Global Christianity at Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary.
From this data, starting with the fact that the annual income of all church members is $53 trillion, The
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Traveling Team found that only an estimated $880 million goes toward reaching unreached peoples (Missions Stats). They conclude after listing the stats: “The Church has roughly 3,000 times the
financial resources and 9,000 times the manpower needed to finish the Great Commission. If every
evangelical gave 10% of their income to missions we could easily support 2 million new missionaries”
(Missions Stats). With this kind of power, one must wonder why churches aren’t already giving 10% of
their income to missions, or where money that is given to missions is actually going.
The story unravels further in the same interview with David Platt cited before on the dangers of
confusing missions with evangelism. Platt speculates that consumerism and materialism are keeping
Christians in general, not just Millennials, from giving to missions (Platt, We Are Not All Missionaries).
He relays a story, in one of his sermons printed in a book collection on risking it all for the mission, of a
time he read two Baptist paper articles side-by-side: “First Baptist Church celebrates new $23 million
building” and “Baptists have raised $5,000 to send to refugees in Sudan” (Platt, Retreat 13, 14). In highlighting the disparity between the money spent on the building and the money spent on the refugees,
Platt concludes that the church as a whole has been prioritizing its own comforts over the needs of the
world around us, of which missions is a big part of serving. Pastor Al Jackson reiterates this point in the
next chapter of the collection, asserting that “the greatest obstacle to Great Commission Resurgence
is the American dream” (20). The year before Jackson gave this sermon in 2009, the total income of all
Southern Baptist churches was $11.1 billion, but only 2.77 cents out of every dollar was donated to the
Southern Baptist International Mission Board (Jackson 20).
With these two stories and the statistics cited earlier, it is also important to keep in mind the cost of
missions endeavors. The Gospel Coalition writer Darren Carlson points out, in an article on accuracy
in missions data, that sending missionaries to unreached people groups often costs less than a new
church building. He also notes that some of missions includes supporting native missionaries in their
own countries among the unreached, which also typically costs less than sending a missionary family from America (Carlson). In the example given by Platt, the cost to sufficiently help the Sudanese
refugees might have been significantly less than the cost of the First Baptist Church’s building needs,
hence the large difference in monetary value. Another aspect to keep in mind is that the $880 million
to unreached peoples number comes from the World Christian Trends Table, which was put together
by David B. Barrett and Todd M. Johnson in 2001. It would be wise to be careful drawing conclusions
from a 21-year-old statistic; however, The Traveling Team webpage claims that “Experts and authors
above have determined this trend holds true today as of 2022” (Missions Stats). Gathering accurate
numbers on missions giving could be a knowledge gap that the visual solution proposed by this thesis
could fill in order to provide accurate information on how to solve this problem of limited financial
giving to reach unreached people groups.
Despite differences in costs and the age of some statistics, the $23 million spent on a church building
is still a lot more than the $5,000 given to refugees, and the numbers given by The Traveling Team
are quite stark as well. Right now, general church finances do not demonstrate a division of funds
that matches their priorities. Even if the disparity is not as large as portrayed, to not rethink where
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churches are spending their money would be to assume the amount currently given to missions is good
enough. Perhaps churches should reassess their budgets and determine if their spending is in line with
the Great Commission so that the 7,402 unreached people groups can become reached.
Nonprofit research organization ProInspire came out with a report on Millennials in 2015 that says that
salary and compensation are extremely important to Millennials (A Force for Impact 10). Millennials
also value quality of life and having free time for experiences and recreation, which requires money (A
Force for Impact 3). According to RV travel website The Wandering RV, “Nearly 72 percent of Millennials prefer spending money on travel experiences instead of physical possessions.” A doctoral paper
on Millennials and the tourism industry notes that Millennials “have money to spend and they want
to use it on experiential travel to new and exotic destinations”, especially “extended-stay trips that
encourage cultural immersion”, as well as spontaneous weekend getaways (Sofronov). Compared to
older generations, “They would rather book a trip than purchase a nicer car or a luxury home product”
(Sofronov). If Millennials could see that they can get those experiences they crave through participating in missions, they might begin to value missions, as well. Not that the point of missions is to have
a fun experience, but Millennials should be made aware that they don’t have to choose between fun
experiences and engaging in missions.
Purpose, Significance, and Positive Impact
Money isn’t the only thing Millennials value, though. According to the ProInspire report, Millennials
value making “a positive social impact on their children, communities, and society as a whole” (A Force
for Impact 7). For Christians, this could mean sharing the life-changing news of the possibility for a
relationship with God with people across the world who haven’t yet heard. Millennials also long for
purpose in their careers, almost as much as they value a high salary. Getting involved in missions could
give them that purpose they’re searching for, even if not as their whole career. In a 2018 survey done
by the Barna Group, Christians said they had gotten involved in a cause mainly because they “believed
they could make a difference”, they “saw or heard a moving story”, or they felt “an overwhelming sense
of purpose” (What Motivates Christians). A blog post on missions agency TEAM’s website goes further
and explains that when Millennials hear of evil injustices around the world, they want to actually do
something about it personally (McQuaid). In another episode of the Global Missions Podcast, this one
with Emma Brewster, Ministry Point Person for Engaging Universities Globally and advisor to SIM
International, she emphasizes that “what [Millennials] do in cross-cultural ministry—they need to know
the why. They aren’t going to do it just because it needs to be done” (“The Millennial Factor”). Jim and
Judy Raymo agree in their book entitled “Millennials and Mission”, that Millennials “want significance
and feel that a person’s life should be meaningful and purposeful in the eyes of others” (Raymo 321).
Jim Raymo later notes: “They believe making a difference in some sphere of life is as important as their
own personal success. For Christian young people, missions can be a logical path to follow if aspirants
and appropriate organizations can meet and mesh” (Raymo 1680). If those organizations would show
Millennials what difference they could make by going on cross-cultural mission or giving financially to
support those who go, Millennials would probably be more involved in missions.
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Relationships and Team Culture
Another value that Millennials are eagerly searching for is continuous learning, mainly through their
managers and colleagues, but also through on-the-job experience (A Force for Impact 11). Part of that
value, Emma Brewster says, can come from the team culture and the relationships that are formed
while serving in missions. Millennials do want independence but they also desire those close relationships and the support of being part of a team, which missions can provide (“The Millennial Factor”).
“They are hungry for training,” Brewster says. “They want to be invested in and given opportunities
to try out their skills” (“The Millennial Factor”). Part of this is the desire to grow their abilities, but the
other part is a desire for meaningful relationships. Millennials do want independence but they also
desire those close relationships and the support of being part of a team (“The Millennial Factor”). A
Barna survey notes that having a relationship with someone already involved in a cause often leads
Christians to join that person in the cause (What Motivates Christians). Though not the highest driving
factor for Millennial participation, it’s still vital for missionaries and missions organizations to remember that relationships with Millennials are important too.
According to the ProInspire report, Millennials desire transparency and trust in the organizations they
work for (A Force for Impact 4). Often, that transparency and trust come from the relationships built
with individuals within the organization. Mark C. Vowels, the Director of Missions at Bob Jones University, talks about how in the past, missions agencies recruited missionaries by showing off their moral
accolades and noble history. Now, however, he says that Millennials want to connect with real people
and hear real stories of “deliverance and hope” (19).
Former missionary Sarita Hartz agrees with this desire for connection in an article she wrote on Millennials being the future of missions: “Millennials crave a relational connection with leadership and
desire to be mentored and have a give and take relationship of trust where their opinions and thoughts
can be heard” (Hartz). Sarita Hartz was a missionary for 6 years and ran a non-profit in Uganda for ten
years, then came back to the U.S. to write about missionary challenges, so she has experience working
with Millennials and with missions. She also agrees that Millennials cannot be ignored and that there is
a need for a new way of equipping Millennials for missions. This goes along with what the TEAM blog
says is Millennials wanting to “shed the traditions of their mothers and fathers” (McQuaid). The reality
is that the world has changed since the Millennial generation was born, and if Christians are going to
have continued engagement in international missions, the way missions is done needs to change along
with the Millennials who are smoothly adapting to the changing world.
All these topics—money, purpose, learning, and relationships—are related to what Millennials value.
The also all show that value fosters participation. These values are not necessarily bad things, but
when it comes to missions, moving to a third-world country away from family and the comforts of
home and with limited resources and abundant difficulties can look especially unappealing to Millennials. The problem is that although missions can often look like that, it carries a lot of value by other
means that Millennials would be especially attracted to, if only they knew how. If Millennials were
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shown the multi-faceted value that missions could give them, they might engage in missions more
than they are now whether through giving financially, going to live with another people group, or praying for missionaries and unreached people groups.
Once Millennials understand the purpose and value of missions, the only problem left is that Millennials don’t have an easy outlet for their passions to remedy injustice and desire to change the world in
terms of missions. The TEAM article brings up the point that “The trick…is getting beyond easy forms
of activism (liking a Facebook page or retweeting something) to those that require more sustained
personal investment” (McQuaid). Millennials will passionately support a cause on social media, but
to get them to do something more long-term like going overseas or making monthly donations to a
missionary will require special persuasion, like showing them how they can make a difference or telling
them a moving story, as noted in the Barna survey. Unfortunately, Millennials don’t know how they
can make a difference in missions and most don’t get to hear stories from the mission field. Sarita
Hartz notes that from generations of missions past, “there were many incredible experts with years
of experience on the field, but much of their incredible expertise is all in their heads. There was a lack
of technology to open source information in a relevant language to Millennials to ensure this valuable
information is passed down” (Hartz). Millennials would value missions more if only they knew what
mission work was being done and what kinds of opportunities were yet to be filled. This leads to the
final reason why Millennials aren’t getting involved in missions: they lack awareness of the opportunities for involvement in missions.
LACK OF AWARENESS OF OPPORTUNITIES TO GET INVOLVED
The Need for Nearby Older Mentors
In the article cited earlier where a survey found young adults to be not getting involved in missions
because of the “busyness of life”, the survey also found that “proximity makes a huge difference”
(Rodemann and Awuku). The YLGen team that conducted the survey saw that the most “fruit” grew
when mentors met in-person with the young adult leaders who had attended the YLG conference
(Rodemann and Awuku). Millennials seem to be more likely to get involved in missions if they have
people physically around them who they can develop relationships with and receive encouragement
toward missions. They especially need older mentors around them to be in ministry with them and
teach them valuable skills gained by years of experience. The Barna article on how much young Christians value missions comments that “most engaged Christians’ views of missions work are influenced
by at least some exposure to real-life missionaries; in fact, young adults aged 18 to 34 are more likely
than teens and older adults to say they personally know at least one missionary “well” (58% vs. 47%
adults 35 and older, 36% teens 13 to 17). This fact accompanies a belief that overseas missions is important” (Young Christians). In the book Millennials and Mission, Raymo asserts that “this generation wants
leaders who are coaches rather than directors. Their preferred style is for leaders ‘to be very involved
in my life’” (1632). So those personal, close-proximity relationships are important because if a Millennial
personally knows someone who is involved in missions, they will be more likely to engage because they
will see the value in missions through that relationship and know how to engage.
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Unfortunately, current missionaries don’t have a good way of passing along their expertise to the next
generation as a whole, or to those Millennials who don’t have a close relationship with anyone involved
in missions. Kenneth Nehrbass, who has written and published several articles on various missions-related topics, conducted a research study in 2017 on “how missionaries avow the multiple layers of their
identities in the digital age.” In the past, missionaries would mail out printed newsletters to family
and supporters back home, but now most just post on social media to keep their supporters updated
(Nehrbass). The drawback to updates via social media posts is that they are often shallow. This is why
so many missionaries use blogs as their main method of communication, which is good, but they lack
the relational aspect that Millennials seek in order to engage more personally and over a longer period
of time. The relational aspect is key to involving Millennials in mission—they will not likely get deeply
involved without relationships with those already in the mission field.
Opportunities Need to Be Different from the Past
The relational nature of Millennials can be beneficial to missions organizations because they can
especially use Millennials’ digital connectedness to share opportunities for getting involved and get
groups of friends to want to participate. In an article for Global Missiology, Ruslan Zagidulin discusses
how the Millennial and Gen Z generations are the most connected to their peers worldwide. He cites
a study by Barna Group on the connectivity of young people from all around the world in that to some
extent, despite cultural and language differences, that age group can be seen as one whole generation.
“Indeed, the research shows that young adults around the globe often resemble each other more than
people in their own countries” (Zagidulin). The paper cited earlier that Mark Vowels wrote on Millennials and mission says that Millennials may be more likely than previous generations to develop peer
groups that will want to join a missions organization together as a group, and missions organizations
would be wise to accept it (22). In order for Millennials to join in the mission, however, missions organizations must have a place for them.
Missions organizations need to open opportunities for Millennials, recognizing that recruitment will
be different than how missions has been done in the past. Vowels also has a lot to say on this point: he
cites both author Bruce Tulgan and the 2014 Millennial Impact Project, that most Millennials want to
gain experience and skills then move onto another position, and that the majority of Millennials will
participate in a cause first by completing smaller actions and later making longer-term commitments
(23). Vowels then suggests that missions agencies provide missions experiences ranging in time and
commitment levels to give Millennials a smoother integration into the organization (23). Though initial
commitment may start out small, if Millennials can see that their participation will make a positive
impact on the world, they will be committed and more passionate than even their older coworkers.
That’s an important distinction to note with the Millennial generation that relates to the values
discussed above: Millennials want to first know that their work will make a difference in order to get
involved. The Global Missions Podcast episode with Emma Brewster from SIM International talks about
this point: “Millennials want to be involved in something that brings impact, purpose and significance”
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(“The Millennial Factor”). Missions organizations need to make Millennials aware of the opportunities
that exist for meaningful impact within the mission to reach unreached people groups, and to create
those opportunities if they don’t already exist.
Millennials Need to Be Shown Their Options
Another episode of the Global Missions Podcast interviewed Dr. Jolene Erlacher, who has been mobilizing and training missions teams for over 20 years and has written two books on engaging Millennials in
mission. She says, “Younger generations make decisions more based on emotional processes like story-telling and experiences which help engage them more…They need to understand the story of missions; they need to experience an element of missions to be able to engage it effectively because that
emotion really is a driving factor in how they make decisions” (“3 Strategies”). She then talked about
the importance of engaging Millennials “at the heart level” by actually showing them their options
in the context of community (“3 Strategies”). This is where the importance of nearby older mentors
comes in, as well. Young people who already have an interest in serving God need an older mentor to
help them understand what they believe and help them figure out how they can pursue their calling,
especially when it comes to missions. Dr. Erlacher also talked about how young Millennials often have
“decision-paralysis” because, like they do with everything else, they will turn to the internet to figure
out how to get involved and receive thousands of suggestions (“3 Strategies”). Therefore, they need
older mentors to help them understand how they’ve been gifted as individuals in order to help them
find good options for getting involved in missions. Dr. Erlacher referred to this process as providing
“on-ramps” to missions for Millennials. “Millennials don’t want to be a round peg in a square hole,” she
said. “They want to be in a place where their skills and personality and passions can really be fruitful”
(“3 Strategies”). That’s why Millennials have such a low engagement with missions; they need to know
there are opportunities where all the best parts of themselves can make a positive impact.
Transparency
Missions agencies would attract Millennials more if they showed Millennials how their participation
would make that positive impact—with the added benefit of having transparency, another value for
Millennials, noted in the ProInspire report (A Force for Impact 4). Millennials want transparency not only
in terms of finances but in terms of the type of work missions organizations are doing. For missions
organizations especially, transparency is important because of the history of colonization and unethical
work discussed earlier that turns Millennials away. The ProInspire report quotes retired global CEO of
Deloitte on this point: “When looking at their career goals, today’s Millennials are just as interested
in how a business develops its people and how it contributes to society as they are in its products and
profits” (A Force for Impact 10). ProInspire recommends that companies show Millennials how each individual’s work impacts the work the organization does as a whole (A Force for Impact 10).
Honesty is very important, however, when sharing about missions work or telling missionary stories.
Vowels cautions that “it is demoralizing and confusing to a young person to realize that what he or she
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signed on for is not the reality on the ground” (24). He cites Bruce Tulgan again, who says in his book
on managing Millennials, “The most common thing we hear from new young team members is, ‘That’s
not what you told me in the interview’” (24). Vowels recognizes that missionary work is often unpredictable, but that missions agencies still need to do the best they can to give Millennials an accurate
set of expectations (25).
More than transparency in the day-to-day actions, Millennials want to hear that missions organizations have weaknesses. When they interact with these organizations, they want the organizations to
be real and take responsibility for their past mistakes. Vowels advises, “Agencies should not hesitate
to express accurately their areas of weakness as well as their strengths. This will be viewed as a sign of
integrity by young people. They want to build relationships with real people who have real struggles
and real disappointments along with their real victories” (24). Jim and Judy Raymo agree with this point:
“An honest transparency about the strengths and weaknesses of an organization and its leadership is
more impressive to a Millennial than a blustery veneer of infallibility” (1700). Organizations don’t have
to publicize all their weaknesses in a flashy showcase, but Millennials want to see that organizations
have handled blunders well by taking ownership and making positive changes instead of covering it up.
An added bonus of missions agencies being transparent with their actions is that it will help with the
problem of parents not wanting young Millennials to get involved in missions by going to another
country. This applies to Gen Z more, since most Millennials are independent adults by now, but
transparency can help ease the minds of parents who will likely be supporters of their Millennials going
on mission. In the Global Missions Podcast episode with Sarah Farley, she says that “in working with
students, one of our biggest barriers for students going [on a mission trip] are parents…because parents are afraid of their students going off [to another country]. They’re afraid of the unknown, there’s
a lot going on in the world, and they’re afraid for their safety and security” (“3 Questions”). She also
notes that parents often have a specific future and career path in mind for their children, and advises
churches to disciple parents alongside young adults, “providing opportunities for missional moments
with parents and their children” in order to encourage Millennial involvement in missions (“3 Questions”). Vowels agrees with this notion of involving parents in the missions process more, referencing a
survey he takes of his students regularly where in answer to the question “who do you consider to be
your hero?” more than 90% of respondents name one or both of their parents (21). Since parents are
very influential in the lives of Millennials, missions agencies should strive to be more transparent about
what part they play in the Great Commission so parents can know what their sons and daughters are
getting involved in. This will be a small but important part of the wider solution to the problem of a
lack of awareness among Millennials of the opportunities for involvement in missions.

CONCLUSION
Throughout this paper, the literature has shown that there is a need for a way to get more Millennials to engage in missions, whether through going on mission trips, giving to missions, or praying for
missionaries and unreached people groups. To begin tackling this problem, the Church first needs to
ensure that the entirety of the Great Commission is clearly explained to all its congregants—that making disciples among every nation and people group is of equal importance to making disciples wherever
you find yourself. The Church must also address previous associations with colonialism in missions,
but make it clear that that’s not what missions really is. Furthermore, it is true that good deeds follow
missions work, but only part, not all, of missions is social justice or humanitarian work. Then, the
Church needs to show Millennials the value of missions—how missions can give Millennials fun experiences, meaningful work, continual learning, close relationships, and the team experience of being part
of something great that can positively impact the world. Finally, the Church needs to present opportunities for involvement and help Millennials picture how they can get involved, with the intention
of building trust between Millennials and missions agencies. By raising awareness of the purpose, the
value, and the opportunities for involvement in missions, Millennials will likely start to engage in missions more than ever before.
More research outside of the scope of this literature review can be done to determine how and where
to relay this information to Millennials in order to attract the most engagement. A good starting point
might be telling honest stories from the mission field, helping Millennials connect relationally with
missionaries, and humanizing unreached people groups so Millennials can see what their engagement
could actually look like and become genuinely invested in the cause. Millennials want to be able to take
ownership of their careers, including missions, and the way the American Church is currently doing
missions could be restructured to make a place for these driven young adults.
In the ProInspire report on Millennials, the document concludes, “Never before have so many young
people been motivated by purpose and a desire to change the world” (A Force for Impact 18). In order
to finish the task of reaching unreached people groups with the Gospel, missions must have Millennials
engaged, so at the end of time, every tribe, language, people, and nation can stand before the throne
in worship of the only one who is worthy of the worship of all humanity: Jesus Christ.

If Millennials could see exactly how they are needed in the mission field, missions organizations would
see many more Millennials signing up to go serve cross-culturally. The problem is that Millennials
simply aren’t aware of those opportunities because missions agencies don’t have a reliable way to get
that information in front of Millennials, or those clear opportunities don’t even exist. In order to have
continued missions engagement from the Church long after older generations have aged out, this
needs to change.
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CASE STUDIES
PATREON
In 2013, Jack Conte and Sam Yam started the company Patreon, a crowdfunding site for creators,
whether visual artists, musicians, videographers, writers, or any other type of creator. The website
gives them the tools to build their own membership business through the Patreon site, with complete
control and creative freedom. Fans (called “patrons”) pay a subscription fee directly to the creators
they subscribe to, in exchange for exclusive content like behind-the-scenes looks or special products.
This benefits creators as well as patrons because creators get paid directly for the work they love to do
and patrons can see that their money is being used to create more of what they love (About).
The purpose of the project was to find a way to get creators paid directly by fans for the value creators
give them. Many creators weren’t getting the proper value for their work through YouTube and other
forms of social media due to the unpredictable nature of those platforms’ algorithms. Patreon’s founders wanted to create an environment with more consistent funding for creators that also benefited
fans (About). With Patreon, creators aren’t treated like a product that has to constantly fight to be
seen; they are artists who develop products that patrons already care about and want more of (Patreon
Culture Deck).
One challenge Patreon faced was with their financial handling. On December 6, 2017, Patreon
announced they would be making a change to the way fees were implemented, where basically instead
of creators paying necessary fees to Patreon for every donation, now patrons would have to pay extra
fees on top of their donations. This caused an uproar in the Patreon community, because creators
would rather pay those fees themselves as opposed to making their loyal patrons pay the fees. For a
community that values creative freedom and the creator’s rights to run their own business, the fee
change was seen as a betrayal. A few days later on December 13, after many patrons began leaving
Patreon and unhappy creators complained on social media, Patreon released a blog announcement
apologizing for their decision and revoking the fee change (Patreon Case Study).
Since that crisis in 2017, Patreon has increased their transparency and collaboration with the community to prevent problems like that in the future. The success has been significant. Patreon currently has
over 250,000 creators using the platform and over 8 million monthly active patrons. Over $2.5 billion
has been paid out to creators since its launch eight years ago. Patreon is one of the most widely used
platforms for creatives, and it’s still growing (Patreon Culture Deck).
Patreon’s manifesto states they are trying to build a new model for the creative economy, “Where fans
are encouraged to be more than followers and become active participants in the work they love” (Patreon Culture Deck). This is the vision for my visual solution as well: for Millennial Christians to become
more personally invested in missions work around the world, leading the way for future generations.
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Missionaries may not be as creatively-driven as the creatives on Patreon, so this new platform will
need to make it very easy for missionaries to make their own content contributions.
This new missionary crowdfunding company can also learn from Patreon’s mistakes and keep the
financial power in the hands of the missionaries, as opposed to making supporters pay extra fees. Like
Patreon, the goal of this new company is to make it easy for missionaries to share stories, updates,
prayer requests, and whatever extra content they want, and get paid directly by supporters who want
to actually see where their money is going. This new platform can give missionaries the tools they
need to share with their supporters, which will hopefully lead to a greater engagement in missions
among Millennials.
PATREON: VISUAL ANALYSIS
Patreon has pages for each type of creative that explains why they should use Patreon and shows
features on Patreon that the creative would especially find useful (fig. 2.1–2.5). Those pages also have
artist testimonials to further help convince creatives to join Patreon. There is also a page for all types
of creators that shows and categorizes all the ways to use Patreon that will benefit both creators and
fans (fig. 2.6–2.8). It might be helpful to include pages like this on my missions company’s website for
missionaries to see how using this tool could benefit them, and for millennials to see how supporting
missionaries through this platform would benefit them, too.
These Patreon webpages and other pages on their website contain abstract blocks of solid, bright
colors, bold, easy-to-read type, and artsy collage-type imagery, like layered images, ripped-paper
portraits, and marker scribbles (fig. 2.6–2.9). This is probably due to the fact that their audience is creatives, many of whom are visual artists of some kind. Their bright coral pink color is featured in accents
throughout the mostly black and white website, perhaps to give a modern look to the website that
would appeal to Millennials.
Patreon also has a page on pricing for creators to choose how much they want to invest in their Patreon account through Lite, Pro, and Premium plans (fig. 2.9). This way, creators can choose if they want
Patreon to be the main way they connect with fans and run their creative business, or just a supplemental tool for their creative endeavors. Each plan is laid out in an organized, easy-to-read list chart
with “Get started” action buttons at the bottom of each. This might be a good method to employ
on the missions website, too, because some missionaries might want to use the tool as their main
method of connecting with supporters, but others might not want to only use it as a small part of their
updates, due to lack of technological knowledge or any number of reasons. On Patreon, creators can
choose if they want to have varied tiers of membership for their patrons, or access to all content for all
members. This is something I can implement in my project too, so missionaries can choose to have all
their content available, or have extra content for higher-paying subscribers. As with Patreon, the goal
is flexibility, financial control, and freedom for missionaries.
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Patreon’s branding extends to each creator’s profile page, so each page has generally the same layout.
Creators can choose their own photos for their page header and profile picture, and they can customize the wording of certain features like what their membership tiers are called. Creators can also
customize the accent color of the buttons, links, and icons on their pages (fig. 2.10–2.19).
Patreon also posts content on social media like Instagram and YouTube (fig. 2.31). Much of their content shares success stories of what their creators are doing on their platform. They also post advice
and resources for creatives. Their black and white branding is consistent in their logo across platforms,
with the bright coral pink used for elements like their YouTube and Facebook profile headers (fig. 2.28).
The content that is produced by directly by Patreon uses the same bright bold colors and artsy-scrapbook-collage elements (fig. 2.27, 2.29).
I don’t think the artsy-collage style will fit with my project the way it does with Patreon, since Patreon’s theme is artists/creatives and the theme of my project is not. However, I can draw on this and
design my project around the theme of missions and related themes like travel or outdoor adventure.
Like Patreon, I will need to come up with branding for my company that I can keep consistent over a
variety of platforms, including the website and social media.
SCATTER GLOBAL
Background
Scatter Global is a missions company that helps American Christians find jobs in other countries so
they can share Jesus with people who don’t have access to the Gospel. Along the way, Scatter Global
provides resources, information, relationships, and coaching so Christians can successfully find jobs
overseas and navigate their new culture well.
Scatter Global was founded in 2016 by Andrew Scott and Jonathan Thiessen, president and senior vice
president of Operation Mobilization, a missions-sending organization. It was started as an initiative of
OM that could partner with other missions organizations and with the local church to create a path for
believers to make disciples overseas while also living out their God-given skills. The purpose of starting
Scatter Global was to provide the church and individual Christians with resources and practical steps
to engage in global missions through their everyday vocations. The goal of the project was to increase
involvement in missions through the way Christians go about their everyday lives. (Why We Exist).
Resources and Tools
Christians can engage with Scatter Global by taking a quiz to test their readiness to live overseas,
scheduling a call, engaging in coaching, going through an e-course, signing up for emails, or following
them on Instagram and Facebook. For the Christian who feels the tug to work in a country that’s not
as reached with the Gospel, Scatter Global helps people find jobs overseas through job posting boards
on their website. They also include links to job search tools like indeed.com. For the job search, Scatter
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Global provides career coaching to prepare Christians to apply for an overseas job, and an e-course
with on-demand, self-paced job coaching. Scatter Global also provides tools prior to the job search
like their 10-Minute Discovery Call, where Christian professionals can learn how God can use them
to make disciples and see how ready they are to work overseas. If a believer is interested in pursuing
opportunities further, Scatter Global has a Next Steps Call to build an action plan for finding a job
overseas. From there, Scatter Global provides career coaching, resume building, interview preparation,
and other tools to prepare for a career on mission in another country.
Application to My Project
This website model could be helpful for the part of my project that connects Millennials to missions
opportunities. On the landing page for jobs, Scatter Global has categories of jobs by vocational areas
with the most need for that vocation and locations with the most need for the gospel, but they have
jobs posted from other areas as well. Ideally, my project’s website would have the ability to search for
jobs organized by country or vocation or another criteria or multiple criteria. The website could also
potentially list missions sending agencies that the company partners with so Millennials can click the
link to view more opportunities on the agency’s website.
The coaching might be a good idea for my project’s company, as well. For Millennials who need to
see what they could do before they do it, and who value relationships in the process of searching for
opportunities, a missions coaching service could be a very valuable asset for Millennials interested in
getting involved in missions. The company could start with something similar to the 10-Minute Discovery Call, engaging Millennials a little bit at a time. For those who are more interested, the coaches
could pray with them and advise them on what their next steps might look like, including talking with
their local church’s pastors and missions leaders to see if there are any opportunities within the body
they already fellowship with. Based on the research that found Millennials to be more engaged when
mentors were in close proximity to them, this company should probably encourage engagement within
a local context, engaging in opportunities and organizations outside that range afterwards if needed.
SCATTER GLOBAL: VISUAL ANALYSIS
Strengths and Weaknesses
The visuals for Scatter Global at first seem fairly well-designed, but there are some weaknesses that
my project’s company can learn from. For example, the Scatter Global blog is nicely spaced out with
large text on a clean white background so it’s easy to read; however, it lacks any relevant imagery to
capture and sustain the reader’s attention (fig. 2.32–2.33). As far as engaging graphics, the website
does have different videos with highlights of a city that is predominantly unreached, with some sort of
question at the end asking if the viewer could imagine themselves living in that city (fig. 2.34–2.37). The
video features upbeat music, beautiful photos and videos, and simple white or black sans serif text.
They are formatted and designed like an Instagram story, and some of them were featured on their
Instagram, so they are in an easily digestible format.
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Colors
The colors Scatter Global uses are fun and vibrant, but they could be used better. The website, videos,
and other materials feature a bright purple accent color that overlays photos, is used as header text,
and is used for icons (fig. 2.42–2.43). However, the website buttons are a bright magenta (fig. 2.44–
2.45). They use the purple in their social media too, but they also have other colored overlays and other
solid colors in their typographic posts, mostly bright green, bright magenta, and bright yellow (fig. 2.48,
2.52). Their brand colors may be purple, green, magenta, and yellow, but it’s used far too sparingly and
not in any consistent context to be recognizable.
More Personality Needed for the Audience
The audience seems to be believers of all types, but specifically those who have a professional career,
although the graphics are very generalized. Contrastingly, the colors mixed with the type are very
modern and bold, which is good, but that might not the greatest for attracting the general public; the
website is almost too bold and too purple. The typography is fairly consistent throughout their visual
content—typically a white or black basic sans-serif typeface sometimes with one or more words in
another color. As stated before, the colors are bright and engaging, but the graphics are a little too
bland and lacking in personality. For my project, the goal is increased engagement in missions among
millennials, so the graphics need to be more than just solid colors and basic type.
Scatter Global Brand
Scatter Global brands itself with a logo including type and a logomark (fig. 2.49). Their logomark is
often used as a singular large background element in their social media posts and web headers (fig.
2.44, 2.51). The logomark has changed since its inception: at least as recent as September 2018, it was
seven simplified people icons arranged in a circle with their heads touching in the middle (Stolicker,
fig. 2.47, 2.50). Now it’s a circle of smaller purple circles that get smaller and more spread out—scattered—the further they are from the center. It makes sense symbolically but as a logo it’s too complex
and hard to read at small sizes. They also don’t seem to use a vector format in most of its end-uses,
especially on the website, because it often appears blurry. My project’s company will be sure to have
proper branding in order to best attract Millennials.
As far as semiotics, Scatter Global uses small circle icons with colored symbols throughout their website and social media posts. Some of their icons include an airplane, a briefcase, a mountain climber
with a flag at the summit, and a group of people (fig. 2.38–2.41). They all seem to surround the theme
of travel and work, as is appropriate for the organization. Since my project company’s theme will be
travel and missions in general, perhaps I should think of symbols surrounding the topic that I can use
throughout my visuals.
On social media, Scatter Global mainly posts career resources like interview tips and encouragement
in the job search, but also quotes about missions, giveaways, job postings, and inspiration for where
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to travel (fig. 2.46, 2.48, 2.52). For my project’s company, social media might be a good place to post
information about the purpose of missions, quotes from missionary biographies, advice on how to find
missions opportunities, and actual missions opportunities.
HEARTCRY MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Overview
Paul Washer started HeartCry Missionary Society in 1988 because he saw a need for supporting indigenous missionaries in poorer countries, but in a way that was biblical, right, and yielded real fruit. HeartCry aims to connect the Western church with indigenous missionaries throughout the world, providing
training and resources to those missionaries in order to advance the Gospel through those countries.
Much of their website is informational for the work they do in real life outside the internet, but it does
also have missionary profiles where the missionaries HeartCry supports can share personal biographies
and updates about the work they’re doing in the mission field. The general premise of the HeartCry
project is to raise up indigenous missionaries in their own countries among the unreached, share how
God is moving in those areas, and get others involved. (HeartCry at a Glance).
Challenges
When Paul Washer was first considering starting HeartCry Missionary Society to support indigenous
missionaries, several cross-cultural missionaries discouraged Washer, saying that supporting indigenous missionaries might spoil them and make them not trust in God anymore. However, Washer
closely analyzed each of their arguments and discovered them to be false, as outlined on the HeartCry
website. So, he started HeartCry by first supporting just a few church planters in Peru, where he had
been a missionary for several years (History of HeartCry).
HeartCry makes partnering with the local churches in the countries they support a priority, recognizing the work God is already doing in that country and simply joining them in support to reach the
unreached with the Gospel. Much of that support is financial, but HeartCry also provides books and
other evangelistic training materials. With financial support especially, HeartCry knows it is vital to
involve the local church because they will be the ones in charge of sending out qualified missionaries
who will steward the financial support well. This may be something to keep in mind with my missions
project. This one project alone can’t save the world; it would better serve as a tool for the missions
initiatives already established in local churches around the U.S.
Project Outcome
Today, HeartCry has supported indigenous missionaries in Latin America, Europe, Africa, the Middle
East, Eurasia, and Asia. At the time of writing, they have 58.8 thousand followers on Instagram, 70.6
thousand followers on Facebook, and 41.1 thousand followers on Twitter. They appear to be a thriving
ministry supported by many people and that supports many missionaries. By the end of 2020, Heart-
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Cry had begun supporting 25 new missionaries and working in 3 new countries, totaling 224 missionaries in 45 countries. Their donations came to $9.241 million while their expenses were only $4.723
million. HeartCry is definitely blessed and thriving as a ministry. The results speak for themselves; with
so many people willing to donate, HeartCry must be doing something right (“HeartCry Missionary
Society Mission Report 2020”).
The website has a section called “The Field” where HeartCry shares profiles on the missionaries the
ministry supports. This section is organized into six geographical regions and sub-regions: Africa,
Asia—which includes South Asia and Southeast Asia, Eurasia, Europe—which includes Eastern Europe
and Western Europe, Latin America, and the Middle East. Within each region, the website has links for
each of the different countries with indigenous missionaries that HeartCry supports, with the missionary profiles contained in there. Each missionary page has the missionary’s testimony of conversion and
a summary of some things they’ve been doing in their area to plant the Gospel. The plan for my thesis
project was to have missionaries share frequent updates on the website, but it might be good to give
the option to just share their testimony and a summary like the missionaries on HeartCry.
One thing that’s important to note when making public the work of missionaries around the world
is how to manage the sensitivity of certain information. For countries that are closed to the Gospel,
HeartCry calls them “protected countries.” The website also uses pen names or just first names and
last initials for missionaries in certain areas where it is dangerous to be a Christian. This is something
my missions website can employ as well when telling missionary stories.
Resources, Donations, and More
For the Church in the West, HeartCry provides videos sharing some stories of what God is doing
through the missionaries they support. They also have some teaching videos on theology and doctrine,
as well as books for Christians to grow their faith and understanding of scripture. These resources are
available in English and many other languages, depending on the resource. Their news section features update videos and articles that can be searched by country, topics, dates, people, or just by most
recently posted. That section also posts projects that HeartCry helped complete, like the provision of
a laptop and printer for a pastor in Nepal or radio broadcasting equipment for the recording of Christian radio programs at home during the COVID-19 lockdowns in Cambodia.
HeartCry accepts donations through a variety of means, including credit card, check, PayPal, Amazon Smile, and Ebay for Charity. They release a financial report every year, detailing donations and
expenses for that year. The report is very transparent and shows how HeartCry stewards its donations
well. The missionary updates and project updates also help donors see where their money goes in a
more tangible way.
The website also has some fun extras. For example, the “Staff Picks” page lists missions updates and
stories specifically picked to edify the Church in America. There is also a prayer guide on the website
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with specific ways to pray for missions. Another auxiliary page is their Recommended Reading List,
organized into categories like attributes of God or Christian living. All these supplemental pages are
listed in the “More” section of their expanded menu. This layout is easy to follow and may be helpful to
model in my missions project website.
HEARTCRY MISSIONARY SOCIETY: VISUAL ANALYSIS
HeartCry Branding
HeartCry has its own logo that they’ve appeared to have for years. It is simple but well-designed and
recognizable, even at small sizes. The main logo is the word “Heart” in black serif type and “Cry” in red
serif italics, with “Missionary Society” in a light gray all-caps sans serif (fig. 2.53). The red color is used
throughout their website as a branding element (fig. 2.54, 2.59, 2.60). The logo also sometimes appears
without the “Missionary Society” part, and their Instagram profile features a shortened logomark for
their profile image (fig. 2.55). The logomark is just the black H from “Heart” and the red C from “Cry”
on top of a light gray world map on white. That light gray world map motif is used in a few other places
in HeartCry’s branding, such as on their special 100th edition of the magazine (fig. 2.56).
Website Structure
As described in the case study, the website is very well structured. It contains a lot of information, but
it’s formatted into easily digestible pieces, namely, About, The Field, News, and Media. There is also a
search bar, a side portion of the menu for donations, and the full menu with all pages, including uncategorized pages, laid out. This menu bar is at the top in an all-caps sans serif (fig. 2.61). A similar menu
also sits at the bottom of each page (fig. 2.62).
Quality of Design
The website in general is very well designed. It was designed by SolaSites, a church web design company. HeartCry appears to be in transition with their design in general. According to their 2020 financial report, HeartCry just hired a new manager for their media department. Although he is primarily in
charge of video production, he may be in charge of some graphic design, as well. For example, all the
financial reports before 2020 are poorly designed, one-page documents (fig. 2.63), but the 2020 report
is a multi-page brochure with well-designed graphics, typography, colors, and photos (fig. 2.64). The
“Updates from the Field” video series has their own designed video thumbnails, but they don’t have
the best design. For example, the typography is often inconsistent across videos and the text appears
to be haphazardly placed on the image thumbnail instead of carefully aligned (fig. 2.65, 2.66).
What comes out as bad design can be forgiven because of the well-organized nature of the website. So
even though some of the content isn’t the most well-designed, the container that holds the content is.
This is probably thanks to SolaSites. The web content isn’t bad either, but it could be better. Besides
a select few videos, HeartCry shares the majority of its stories with just written text in a blog format,
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with a cover photo and no other graphics (fig 2.67–2.69). Most of them aren’t too long, but they would
be better if they had illustrations or pull quotes or more photos incorporated throughout the text for
people to more easily understand the story. This could be something I explore with telling missionary
stories on my thesis project’s website.
Why Good Design is Valuable but not Principal
Their Instagram, however, could be better designed even within the good design of Instagram. Many
of their thumbnails were not made specifically for the platform so they are cut off and don’t clearly
communicate what the post is about. Plus, their photos lack a consistent editing style, so their Instagram as a whole does not appear part of a cohesive brand (fig. 2.70, 2.71). However, despite the poor
design, HeartCry still has thousands of followers and their posts often get hundreds, if not thousands
of likes. The actual content that HeartCry produces is so good that people still engage with the ministry despite poor design. Therefore, what good design can do is only make something good even better
and better communicate the message that HeartCry aims to communicate.
This will be something to keep in mind for my missions company. The audience for HeartCry and the
people who will care about my missions company will already have a mindset that isn’t hung up on
material things or the things of this world. This theoretical company needs to have quality content
that will be supplemented by design, not the other way around. On the flip side, good design is still
important since my company’s goal is to bring awareness to and increase engagement in missions for
Millennials who don’t already value missions. Good design can help attract Millennials to missions and
show them how missions is valuable, which is one of the goals of my project.
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INTERVIEWS
Overview

Interviews are a method of qualitative research used to “find out about people’s ideas, opinions,
and attitudes” (Muratovski 61). Interviews consist of a conversation between the researcher and the
participant, where the researcher asks a set of pre-determined questions and records the participant’s
responses. For this thesis, I interviewed 9 missionaries and 13 Millennials.
Why Interviews
I chose this method of additional research because I wanted to gain first-hand answers to my research
questions from people who will actually benefit from my thesis. Since missionaries and Millennials will
be the ones using the tool I’m creating for my visual solution, I wanted their input as to what they need
and what would actually be helpful to them. I recognized that I couldn’t solve the problem in a way
that will please every single person, but I did want it to be helpful for a large majority of my audience
(missionaries and Christian Millennials). That’s why I wanted to interview missionaries and Millennials
with a variety of backgrounds and experiences. This was another benefit of conducting interviews, as
opposed to questionnaires: with interviews I could dig deep for answers, whereas with questionnaires
I would gain more opinions from a larger sample size but it wouldn’t be as detailed. The goal was to
create a tool that will serve real people, so I needed to find out what services those real people need.
The Plan
The plan was to conduct in-depth interviews, which “offer a thorough examination of what the participants might feel about certain issues” (Muratovski 61). I also recognized that the conversational nature
of the interview would take on some characteristics of another method of research called directed
storytelling, which “allows designers to easily gather rich stories of lived experiences from participants, using thoughtful prompts and guiding and framing questions in conversation” (qtd. in Martin
and Hanington 68). I wanted to gather the essence of the experiences of missionaries and Millennials
regarding missions, which would then determine the design directions of my final deliverables. The
flexible format would allow for additional ideas to be brought up that might otherwise be limited by a
more structured interview.
Participants were chosen based on their previous experiences or their roles within missions, with the
goal of having participants from a variety of missions experiences and stages of life, in order to be the
most representative of the general population of my visual solution’s audience. The following page
exhibits some key information about the 9* missionaries and 13* Millennials I interviewed.
*Note: some interview participants had the same answers so not all answers will correspond to the number of participants.
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For reference, here are the interview questions I asked each of the participants:

COUNTRIES/REGIONS OF SERVICE

LENGTH OF
MISSIONARY
INVOLVEMENT
IN MISSIONS

MISSIONARY INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
How long have you been/were you involved in missions?
In what country or region do/did you serve?
What made you want to get involved in missions?
What value does missions bring to your life?
How do you currently tell supporters or strangers about what you do as a missionary?
India, all over North America, West Africa, Philippines, Mexico, East Africa, Germany, all over Europe, Brazil, East Asia...and all over the world

Do you currently have a hard time telling stories from the mission field?
What would help you tell your stories?

RANGE OF MILLENNIALS’ MISSIONS EXPERIENCE
missionaries sharing stories during church service
church events (ex: pack a backpack, international dinners, etc.)
supporting local ministries

church staff member

Do you have any other suggestions for a tool that connects Millennials to missions?

pathologist
office assistant

sponsoring a Compassion child

Would you be interested in creating your own profile and adding your stories and other fun information
to it, or having someone you trust do it for you?

business owner

physician
schoolteacher

supporting American inner-city ministries

What would you like to see in a tool for missionaries to connect with their supporters and potential
new missionaries?

OCCUPATIONS
OF MILLENNIALS

MILLENNIAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

therapist

What is your current occupation?

stay-at-home mom

receiving missionary newsletters

What previous or current experience do you have with missions?

aircraft pilot

supporting individual missionaries

Why are you/are you not interested in missions?

one short term trip

Do you have any reservations toward missions?

multiple short term trips

What do you think is the purpose of missions?
What do you think would help you get more involved in missions?

RANGE OF MILLENNIALS’ MISSIONS INTEREST
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What would inspire you to engage in missions more?
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Would you be interested in a website or app that would connect you to missionaries, show you how you
can pray for missions and unreached people groups, tell missionary stories, and show how you can get
involved? If so, how often do you think you would use it? What do you think would keep you interested
in using the website or app more often?
Do you have any other suggestions for a tool that connects Millennials to missions?
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To more clearly report the interview findings, the data is categorized based on the interview questions
with smaller categories under those. For some answers that were similar, the main points of each were
summarized and put into one thought. The goal was to accurately represent the information that the
interview participants gave while also summarizing the data for clarity’s sake. For the full interview
findings, reference Appendix C at the end of this thesis.
MISSIONARIES FIRST GET INVOLVED IN MISSIONS BECAUSE THEY...
know someone

go on a short-term trip

gain new knowledge

their parents or grandparents
are missionaries or they know
someone involved in missions

they see and experience missions
first-hand

someone tells them about missions, they become a Christian,
they learn about unreached
people groups, or they are shown
God’s heart for the nations all
throughout scripture

are looking for
something different
they aren’t satisfied with their
typical lives pursuing the American dream, or they just want to
travel the world

THESE ARE SOME WAYS MISSIONS HAS VALUE:
focused purpose

relationship with God

new experiences

• you get to be part of a strategic
mission to the unreached

• missions helps you understand
what God is already doing
all over the world in terms of
bringing people into his kingdom, “like a treasure hunt
where you’re trying to find the
hearts that God has already
prepared to receive the good
news”

• new cultures and having new
experiences is fun

• you feel like your job has real
purpose and is specifically
linked to that purpose
• you get a sense of knowing
you’re doing what God is calling you to do which will have
eternal significance
• it’s an opportunity to use your
life to add value to God’s
mission, and it allows you to
dedicate more time wholeheartedly to that purpose

MISSIONARIES STAY INVOLVED IN MISSIONS BECAUSE OF...
the purposeful work

the lifestyle

a personal calling

the Gospel

they want their lives and work
to have eternal impact, they
want to feel like the work
they’re doing is purposeful and
eternally significant

missions is exciting and people
often see that this different
type of life is what they’ve been
searching for

people often feel a call or a burden to serve God in this way, or
they have a heart for a certain
unreached people group

the Gospel compels them—the
more they grow in Christ the
more they become interested in
his mission, especially after seeing it throughout scripture and
now they just want people to
know Jesus

MILLENNIALS MIGHT HESITATE TO GET INVOLVED BECAUSE OF...
the hard lifestyle

negative associations

unbiblical work

a lack of transparency

they have concerns about experiencing persecution, having to
adapt to a new environment,
needing such a long time to
learn the language, sharing the
gospel with people who initially
oppose it, risking their personal
safety, not enjoying travel, and
having to raise support

they don’t want to be associated
with missionaries who stand on
boxes and say “turn or burn”, or
past missionaries who became
so engrossed in their work that
they neglected their families

they don’t want to support
missionaries who don’t have
long-term, sustainable goals
for discipleship, or who separate their overseas jobs from
the Gospel, or who aren’t being
good stewards of the money
given to them; they don’t want
to become American saviors
creating unsustainable ministry models—fixing things then
never seen again, and they don’t
want to support missions lacking in cultural competency

they can’t see what the approach
or goal of the missions team
is, they don’t feel comfortable
supporting missionaries without some sort of authority over
them like the local church for
the sake of accountability and
sustainability, and they can’t see
where their money is going or
what the giving process entails

unawareness
they don’t know how to get
involved or what opportunities are even available, they
get distracted and forget about
supporting missions, or they
think missions is just one of the
optional Christian categories
that a follower of Jesus can get
involved in

life circumstances
in terms of actually going overseas, life circumstances (like
having young kids) make it hard
to travel, and it’s hard to take
time off work to go on a trip;
they also might have varying
degrees of mental health issues,
which sometimes disqualifies
people from going overseas

uncertainty in calling
they have concerns about their
ability to be effective for the
kingdom of God overseas, they
don’t feel the call to go overseas,
or they already feel called to do
ministry locally
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negative feelings
it can be overwhelming to see
so much need in the world so
they feel helpless and don’t do
anything because they can’t do
everything; plus, some missions
campaigns make people feel
guilty for not doing more, which
just makes people not want to
do anything at all

positive impact
• you get to help people see (and
be part of making) this world
as it ought to be

• missions forces you to have a
constant attitude of surrender
and dependence on the Lord,
actively listening to his voice
and then acting in obedience
• you get to learn about who
God is through the lens of
another culture, which brings
vibrancy to your relationship
with him

• travel helps you figure out
what you want in life, plus it
helps you stay active
• learning other cultures shows
you there’s more than one
way to do things, gives you
broader sense of how humans
do things, and enriches your
perspective
• you get to share the gospel
with people who have never
ever heard so they have a fresh
curiosity and new perspective
that you get to share in (as
opposed to people who have
heard but don’t believe)

• you get to give people something that can never be taken
from them

relationships with
others
• as a missionary, you get to
have a relationship with your
supporters and experience a
team culture with your sending team
• as a supporter, you get to have
a relationship with the missionaries you support

hope
• missions gives you hope in this
broken world, that there are
people spreading the gospel
everywhere and making positive changes in the world
• it enables you to witness God’s
spirit moving first-hand, which
is really exciting and beautiful,
and you get to see it with your
own eyes

PRACTICAL ENGAGEMENT IN MISSIONS
Most of the things interview participants said would practically help them engage in missions more had
to do with the local church! They said things like: their local church encouraging missions more, providing structure to grow in missions, affirming that they are called to go overseas, presenting opportunities for involvement, and bringing in missionaries to speak or to have a meal together.
Interview participants also said things like being able to rally like-minded people, having a personal
connection, getting recurring exposure and reminders, having opportunities to use their skills,
and trips being more affordable would practically help them engage in missions more.
INSPIRE TO MISSIONS
Most of the things interview participants said would inspire them to engage in missions more had to
do with actually seeing effective mission work and seeing how they could fit into missions. This
could be anything from seeing the fruit of ministry—even seeing an honest lack of fruit—to seeing the
faces behind the missions statistics and the real needs of people around the world.
Interview participants also mentioned things like having an accurate theology of missions, growing
in their personal walk with the Lord, having a personal relationship with missionaries, and being
reminded that this life is not our own—all of these would inspire them to engage in missions more.
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SOME WAYS MISSIONARIES SHARE UPDATES WITH SUPPORTERS:

SUGGESTIONS PEOPLE GAVE ON THE PROPOSED WEBSITE SOLUTION:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some of the suggestions interview participants gave had to do with the website interface. Other
suggestions involved providing security, information, and the ability to connect with strangers. The
remaining requests were for specific sections people thought were needed.

support newsletters or emails to individuals
letters or emails to churches
prayer cards
PowerPoint slides with photos and videos every once in a while when visiting supporting churches
Facebook, Instagram, blogs
speaking with people directly over the phone
face to face interactions
prayer card design services

THE DRAWBACKS OF CURRENT SHARING METHODS REVOLVE AROUND...
a lack of time
• whether writing newsletters,
putting together slides, or figuring out how to use an email
platform—it all takes time
• many missionaries aren’t able
to spend as much time as they
would like, especially if they
are single or widowed without
a partner to share the load
• it’s also hard to keep up with
sharing updates frequently
enough for supporters

a lack of skills/
resources
• many missionaries lack skills
like design, photography, technology, written communication, or even asking for money
• current update or prayer card
design services cost more
money than most missionaries
have the margin for
• lack of resources as simple as
having someone to take photos so missionaries can be in
their own photos, or even a
stable internet connection for
sending electronic updates

a lack of interest

a lack of security

• many missionaries interviewed
mentioned their support letter email open rates declining
over time, or people just not
reading their letters or blogs
due to having short attention
spans or simply forgetting—it’s
easy to not open emails or to
forget about the missionary in
between infrequent updates

• some missionaries would like
to send video updates but they
can’t because they’re afraid
of it being intercepted by the
government of their country
that’s closed to the Gospel

• it can be hard to make missionary work sound exciting,
especially normal, routine,
mundane stuff, or even the
more technical-specific stuff

• Facebook is too public and
collects too much identifying
information that could get
leaked, putting the missionary
in danger
• even platforms like email or
messaging over the internet
are not secure

• missionaries are one of many,
so their stories often get lost in
the mix because people can’t
support every missionary

0

make the website organized, simple, not busy with too many
links, easy to navigate, easy to see everything, and visually
appealing—don’t try to do too many things at once

0

have quick highlights with the option to see more

0

allow supporters to check in with just a few missionaries they’re
supporting (whether through finances or just prayer), so they
don’t get overwhelmed seeing all missionary profiles

• CONTROL FOR MISSIONARIES:
0

0

0

• someone else gathering and
sharing updates for them
would give missionaries more
time for ministry
• once the missionary’s “brand”
was set up, they could add
content without having to
think about what it looks like
or make as many decisions

• they would have skilled helpers
gather, write, design, post and
do the technical stuff for them
• they would be able to collaborate and consult with their
storytelling team
• they will pay very little or none
at all since it’s a non-profit
that people will donate to
• they could potentially gain
skills through working with
their storytelling team who
could teach the missionaries

more interest
• it would remind them to share
their updates more frequently
because it’s easy to do and
their supporters will be waiting
to hear from them
• it would allow their stories to
be shared with people outside
their immediate support circle
and beyond their current reach
• people interested in a specific
type of ministry would be able
to find missionaries involved in
that work

have collaboration between the missionary and the storytelling
team that sets up their profile so the missionary can request
updated videos or other content every once in a while
have collaboration between the missionary’s church or organization and their storytelling team so the church/organization
can share updates for the missionary if needed

have people create an account and be vetted before they can
interact with a missionary or view their full profile

0

have content viewable only from nations open to the Gospel

0

don’t use names or other identifying information for public stories, mainly out of respect for the people in the stories

0

allow strangers to find opportunities to join missionaries without disclosing the missionary’s private information

0

use unlisted links or designated passwords/codes for viewing
missionary profiles—or both

• INFORMATION:
0

include a shortened version of the Perspectives class, teaching
people about the purpose of missions and information about
unreached people groups

0

have links to missions events, retreats, conferences, and classes

0

include resources for learning about other countries and viewing missions statistics, plus widgets showing that information

0

allow missionaries to link their profiles to their existing blog,
website, or social media so they don’t have to start from scratch

provide links to the latest research like Barna or Joshua Project,
plus other missions resources like PrayerCast

0

have a way to track global missions movements, to see where
God is moving around the world

0

have featured stories/groups/trips with a button where people
can suggest what the next featured story should be

more security

• it would allow them to share
updates with hundreds of
people but not on a messaging
platform where hundreds of
people can respond all at once
and overwhelm the missionary

0

allow missionaries to send emergency requests for medical
assistance or some emergency purchase

• CONTROL FOR SUPPORTERS:

• they would be able to share
videos, photos, and other news
without fear of being discovered by the wrong people

allow missionaries to share updates online even if serving in
countries hostile to the Gospel

0

0

• it would be more secure than
other sharing methods

0

allow missionaries to approve content before it goes live

HOW THE PROPOSED SOLUTION WOULD BE HELPFUL TO MISSIONARIES:
more skills/resources

allow missionaries to have control over their profiles so they
can easily add frequent updates or upload new content without
having to worry about making it look nice

• SECURITY:

0

0

more time

other suggestions

website interface (on front and back end)
• CLEAN:

allow supporters to set up an email or notification for every
time a missionary they support posts something new, because
people will be more likely to look if the information is put in
front of them instead of it having to be pursued

0

don’t overwhelm supporters—encourage missionaries to share
small updates: not too much information all at once and rarely,
but little snippets of information frequently

0

allow supporters to stay logged in on personal devices so they
don’t have to log in each time they want to view an update

0

be able to directly message the missionary through the website

0

allow supporters to set up timely reminders to pray for their
missionaries or to check their profiles

0

incorporate a checkbox system, so every time a supporter reads
an update or prays for a missionary they can check a box (this
makes people want to read and pray more, helps remind people
what they’ve already read or prayed for, and could also be an
encouragement to the missionary)

• CREATING CONNECTIONS:
0

allow supporters to search for a missionary by specific parameters and view a preview of their profile, so interested people
who don’t already know the missionary personally can still find
and support them without breaching security

0

allow supporters to search for missionaries by country, type of
ministry, language, people group, skill or service needed, vision
statement, missions organization, or local church

0

encourage missionaries to think of mission/vision statements
so people who have the same missions mind/vision/goals can
find and connect with them

0

allow supporters to search for missionaries by missions organization or their local church so they can get involved through
that organization or their church

0

allow people to look for churches seeking missionaries to send

• the storytelling teams would
stay up-to-date on the cultural trends and technologies
so missionaries won’t have to
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specific sections
• MISSIONARY PROFILES:
0

include the missionary’s prayer requests

0

tell supporters how they can best communicate with the missionary

0

show supporters what the missionary is doing through the lens of the Gospel instead of marketing it as just a fun trip

0

tell supporters how long the missionary has been in the field

0

share what the missionary’s strategy is—what their overall goal is, how God is working, what God is speaking to them, how their
strategy lines up with the Bible, and how it will impact the spread of the gospel in their specific region (like the 1040 window)

0

show supporters where their money is actually going and allow them to see specific financial needs right up front without having to
seek it out, maybe include the missionary’s budget or a general support progress bar and include the details of what the needs are
(don’t neglect the details so people can feel like they’re actually contributing to close this monetary gap)

0

give missionaries the space to share video updates and testimonies—filtered or unfiltered

0

tell supporters what organization or church a missionary is with

0

have a short abstract for missionary stories or a short summary of their profiles

CONCLUSION

Among the Millennial generation and younger, there is a strong desire for purpose and significance in
their lives. Missionaries have many meaningful stories from their cross-cultural experiences, but not a
lot of good ways to tell them to a wider audience. As the research has shown, missions can be a great
outlet for Millennial Christians to live those lives of purpose that they crave, but they don’t know how
to get involved or what that could even look like. The other problem is the lack of awareness of the
true purpose of missions or the value missions could give them. With this knowledge, churches and
missions organizations can start to solve this problem by getting the necessary information to Millennials. Where this thesis’ visual solution comes in is the means of relaying this important information to
Millennials in a way that could inspire real action.

• OPPORTUNITIES PAGE:
0

have a type of Craigslist for missions—like a job board showing where the missions opportunities are, allowing anyone to find shortterm trips, long-term service opportunities, or opportunities to lend their skills to a missionary

0

create calling cards for existing opportunities that show exactly what someone who’s interested would be doing, what value it has, why
they should look into it more, what purpose and significance they can have by doing it, and how they can meet a need

0

allow people to filter opportunities by skills needed, location, missions organization, local church, type of ministry, stage-of-life suitability, length of time, or specific dates

0

allow people to filter trips by location so they can search for where they want to go or where they want to go from

0

allow people to filter opportunities by church or organization, and then have an interactive map where churches/organizations can
sign up for a widget that automatically posts their trips to the map

• DONATIONS:
0

have the website be free, but also have the option for people to donate for administrative costs

0

provide a way to donate directly to the non-profit so they have money for sending storytelling teams to missionaries

0

provide a way to donate directly to a missionary’s storytelling team

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND FOR THIS NON-PROFIT SERVICE...
(This is the advice or insight received from the interviews that didn’t fit in the other categories.)
• make sure to keep the focus on the Gospel and remain authentic to the cause, not the product
• have this simple, humble, non-flashy attitude: we are people, this is our heart, join us
• keep good communication with missions organizations throughout the process, especially so they know and approve of how you’re communicating their brand
• some people would prefer a mobile-friendly website over an app because they might not visit it all the time and an app would be
cumbersome
• some people would prefer an app because when it’s right there on their home screen they’re more likely to visit it
• be sure to emphasize the relatively unknown side of the Great Commission (when asked what they thought the purpose of missions was,
only two people mentioned the biblical goal of seeing every tribe, tongue, and nation worshiping Jesus)
• figure out a way to bring people to this website, show people why they should create an account with this website and use it
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CHAPTER 3

VISUAL PROCESS
M E TH O D O LO GY
M O O D BOA R D S
P RO C E SS
VIS UA L R E S E A RC H
S UM M A RY
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METHODOLOGY

After the research, my process of creation began with outlining everything I needed to create. I
knew my main deliverable was going to be a website, so I had to figure out what pages to include.
At the same time, I had to create the company that would be behind the website, so I also started
coming up with the name, tone, and values of the company.
A lot of my process started with just writing and making lists in my sketchbook. I also did a lot of
visual research using Pinterest and Designspiration.com, graphic designers and illustrators whose
styles I wanted to emulate, and websites I liked with a similar purpose or structure to the one I
wanted to create.
Whenever I would get a direction for what I wanted to create, I would usually start by sketching it
out, whether for layout visualization or to work through the details of an illustration. Sometimes,
even if I didn’t directly use a sketch to make the final illustration, just the act of sketching helped
me think through what parts of the object I wanted to include or what to make sure to emphasize.
The company logo in particular went through many iterations before settling on the final. With all
of my designs, but especially the logo, I asked for feedback from friends which helped lead to the
final result.
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MOOD BOARDS
Mood boards are helpful for gauging the tone (or mood) of a project. The two mood boards shown here represent the target mood
for the company and website: fun, approachable, inviting, friendly,
accessible, and exciting. The illustrated mood board also inspired
the illustration style used for this project.
The photo mood board mainly served as another reminder of the
target mood, but it did also lead to inspiration for some other
aspects of the project’s design, such as the color scheme. The
color scheme was decided on after many changes and microadjustments until it fit the desired mood just right.

Images from Pinterest.com.
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PROCESS

The literature review research indicated that a solution was
needed to bring awareness to the purpose of missions, the value
of missions, and the opportunities to engage in missions. The case
studies and visual analyses focused on company/non-profit-run
websites that accomplished similar goals. Finally, the interviews
revealed that both Millennials and missionaries would like an easyto-access tool to help them personally connect with each other for
the purposes of making God’s name known among all nations.
Through the literature review, case studies, visual analyses, and
interviews, each aspect of the research led to the creation of a
non-profit and its website as the primary means of operation.
The following pages outline the process of creating this visual
solution, through snapshots of sketches, word lists, site maps,
logo variations, and drafts.

Images from Designspiration.com.
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This was how the website
pages were planned out.
This was also the first time
the idea came up to have
branded sections within the
website (seen in blue).
Initially, the name that was
decided on for the company
(after extensive brainstorming) was Storybook Global.
Several thumbnail sketches
were done to determine
the best route for the logo
design, and a handful of
drafts were executed. The
drafts felt too much like
a logo for a nursery—too
round and soft.

These images show the process of putting together content for the informational portion of the website, planning
what visuals needed to be created, and
writing word lists to brainstorm the
company name. The word lists ended up
not leading to the company name, but
they did help later with some of the language used throughout the deliverables.
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Not only did the initial logo concept not fit the
desired feel, the name Storybook Global didn’t
encompass the full spectrum of what the visual
solution needed to accomplish. The final name
“Fieldguide” came out of a spontaneous, short verbal
brainstorming session, and it was determined to be a
better fit for the company. The name Storybook was
still kept for one of Fieldguide’s website sections.
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The logo for Fieldguide went
through several thumbnail
sketches, although the final logo
ended up being very different.
The goal of the Fieldguide logo
was to appear friendly but rugged,
as a nod to stereotypical missions work of trekking through
uncharted wilderness to reach
unreached peoples. The name
Fieldguide also lends itself well to
a handwritten, journaling feel, as
many field guides include handdrawn illustrations of the wildlife
or other natural objects being
identified in the guide.

Like a field guide book, Fieldguide
was created to help people identify different aspects of missions
and carry out that mission better.
Fieldguide also comes from the
commonly-used phrasing of
missionaries going to serve “in the
field.” The wheat stalk part of the
logo came from Jesus’s references
in the Bible to the harvest being
ready to reap (i.e. people being
ready to hear and accept the Gospel). For missionaries in the field
and Millennials looking to join or
support them in the field, Fieldguide helps everyone engage well.
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Deciding on typefaces for the logo and the rest of the brand was a lengthy process. Based on
the desired rugged appearance discussed earlier, multiple handwritten fonts were tested to
see which would be the best representation of a friendly missions non-profit. This was also
the process of deciding if the name would be “FieldGuide” or “Fieldguide”. The accessible,
casual nature of the company seemed to be better portrayed by the latter.
The final logo typeface was chosen for its legibility at small sizes while still having the handwritten feel. The capital F with flourishes (as opposed to the regular F) was chosen for its
recognizability, and it gave the logo more stature and stability without being boring.

This was the first logo concept. From here, the
logo went through many changes, including
modifying the color scheme, altering the second
E and D to move away from a computer-generated-font-based logo, completely reillustrating the
wheat stalk, and scaling the F down while making
its strokes thicker to match the rest of the letters.
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After receiving some
feedback, the wheat stalk
shapes were roughened to
match the rough style of
the chosen logo typeface.

A few logo variations were created after
the two above to test out how the logo
would look in a cleaner, more corporate
sans-serif. This version did look better at
small sizes, but it lost the rugged-forging-your-path personality desired from
Fieldguide, so it was discarded. The typeface, however, was kept for the remaining
brand elements because it looked good in
contrast to the rugged logo typeface, and
it came in several different weights, allowing for flexibility across the entire brand.

too faded and corporate-looking

too bright, and purples not distinct enough

The window above shows a screenshot of the logo creation process, as well as the process of
choosing the brand colors. The final logo and colors can be seen in the bottom right corner.
The breakthrough happened when the roughened kernels of wheat were spaced out from
each other, giving them room to breathe. This allowed for clearer communication at smaller
sizes, good distinction between colors, and an overall more cohesive piece.

too rainbow, and pinks not distinct enough

The process of creating the logo was also the process of deciding on the color scheme. The
colors had to be distinct enough from each other that they didn’t blend together, but they
also had to look good in a whole cohesive brand, as they would represent the five areas of
Fieldguide which were also being developed at this time.
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The next step was creating iconic illustrations for
each of the five areas to introduce them on the
home page. A few different illustration styles were
tested, including outlining every piece in white,
having no outlines, and using a grain texture for
the shadows. The trouble also came with figuring
out how to have each section’s color featured in
its illustration while having only one other accent
color, and not using the same accent color twice.
The icons needed to have enough contrast from
the background and be simple enough to communicate the idea well while still being eye-catching.
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The final piece of the homepage that would set the tone of Fieldguide was an illustration
that would go at the foot of each website page. The goal was to bring unity to the website
and strengthen the Fieldguide brand. The scene had to be multi-layered and colorful, with
multiple components, to give Fieldguide a fun, approachable, and exciting tone for those who
interact with it. It was especially important to make sure Fieldguide did not appear to be just
a cheesy, guilt-inducing, or boring Christian organization. Since the point of Fieldguide was to
make missions accessible to anyone, it needed a website that modeled that goal. The footer
illustration was a big part of that.
The process began by making a list of places, objects, and landmarks that evoked the concept
of world travel. A wide range of places around the world were used, especially places that
are largely unreached, to showcase the purpose of missions to reach all people groups. This
involved looking up what places around the world were unreached, and then researching their
geography and landmarks. After deciding which places to represent, quick sketches were
drafted, and the process of vector illustrating each piece began. The same color scheme and
illustration style as the Fieldguide area icons was used, and simplicity was the goal in order to
most clearly communicate the concepts.

VISUAL
RESEARCH

The next couple pages showcase some of the designers, illustrators, and websites referenced for Fieldguide’s designs, including
Craigslist, Nordstrom, DKNG Studios, Seedbed, CaringBridge,
Lemonly, Word of Life International Ministries, and Monday.com.
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The images on the previous page were some of the inspiration for the footer illustration on
the website. The aspects that were helpful in particular were the limited color palettes, the
multiple layers, the use of shading to show depth, and the simple shapes to represent complex objects.

The screenshots above served as inspiration for some of the webpage layouts. The first four
helped determine how to lay out the webpages with search filters, especially because they
had so many search components but were still easy to navigate. The last two images inspired
the layout of some of the informational pages, as well as a bit of the illustration styles.
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The two websites that influenced Fieldguide’s website the most were Monday.com and Seedbed. Fieldguide drew direct inspiration from Monday.com’s header and footer menus, which
were neatly organized and easy to understand. The top of Monday.com’s homepage was also
helpful inspiration because just as there are many things one could do with Monday.com,
there are many things one could do with Fieldguide.
The way Monday.com lays out all their many components in a fun and colorful way that’s
easy-to-see all at once informed the top of Fieldguide’s website which lays out the five areas
of Fieldguide in a similar way. The “Get Started” button on Monday.com’s homepage also
inspired the “Forge Your Trail” button on Fieldguide’s homepage. It’s straightforward, easy to
see at the top of the homepage, and gives users a clear call to action right from the start.
Monday.com’s mixture of informational text and images was a helpful reference for Fieldguide’s website as well because as a new product and non-profit, Fieldguide had a lot to
explain. Monday.com explains its information in a way that doesn’t feel overwhelming, and
the goal of Fieldguide was to do the same.
Seedbed’s website directly influenced Fieldguide’s About page, with its clear sections marked
with a title and a fun graphic. The simple, semi-abstract graphics also helped inform the colorful gradient outline illustration style used throughout the Fieldguide website. As Fieldguide
grows, the About page might need to be more complex and explain more of how the nonprofit works, but for now, a simple paragraph explanation sufficed.
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SUMMARY
Mood Boards

The process of creation began with mood boards to determine the mood and the illustration style of
the project. The desired mood was warm, friendly, welcoming, inviting, and slightly grungy. The desired
illustration style was a colorful, layered illustration with clean lines and highlights/shadows.
Process
The next steps of the process included generating word lists, idea-mapping, sketching, and looking up
places and geography.
Colors
These three pages were the initial planning sketches for the part of the Fieldguide website
with the missionary story-sharing platform.

The sketches on the
left were the planning sketches for the
Fieldguide pages with
search filters.
The sketches on the
right were for the icons
representing the five
areas of Fieldguide.

The colors were decided on based on the desire for Fieldguide to be approachable, fun, and exciting.
Five colors were needed to showcase the five areas of Fieldguide, plus two neutral colors to tie everything together.
Typography
The typeface Looking Flowers Caps was chosen to represent the grungy, roughing-it-in-the-field side
of missions. To compliment this typeface, a clean sans-serif called Gaultier was chosen for its unique
chiseled properties to keep Fieldguide from being boring. The typeface as a whole also feels very
friendly. As stated about the typeface in an Adobe Blog post, “The delicate contrast in the upright
styles combined with the expressive italics emphasize modernity without ignoring tradition” (Peters).
This is the heart behind Fieldguide—creating new pathways to existing structures.
Visual Research
Additional visual research was conducted to inform the multi-component, layered illustration style, as
well as the layout of specific parts of the webpages.
Medium
The Fieldguide website demo was created using Adobe Illustrator. Wordpress was used at first with Pro
by Themeco, but it proved to have too much of a learning curve for the short window of time available
for creating the visual solution. The biggest issue was figuring out how to adjust the paragraph spacing
and the space in between paragraphs, which appeared to require coding extra CSS.
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CHAPTER 4

SOLUTION
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About The Greenhouse The Storybook The Harvest Field The Trellis The Garden Donate

Login

A ONE-STOP PLATFORM
FOR ALL THINGS MISSIONS
how could

help you?

THe GREENHOUSE THe STORYBOOK THe HARVEST FIELD
a place to grow your
knowledge of missions

a place to find
stories from the field

a place to find
opportunities to labor

THe TRELLIS

a place to find structure
to grow in missions

THe GARDEN
a place to dig up
missions resources

Forge Your Trail
Make an account today • Completely free thanks to supporters like you

FIELDGUIDE
IS BORN

All the research led to the theoretical creation of a non-profit
called Fieldguide, whose vision is to create clear pathways for ordinary Christians to engage in God’s extraordinary mission. The best
way for Fieldguide to accomplish this vision is through a website,
so for the final deliverables, the Fieldguide website was conceptualized and designed.

IMPACT THe WORLD
Use Fieldguide to help you find the best way for you to
get involved in missions, and be a part of something
bigger than yourself.

know why you believe
what you believe

learn the value
missions has for you

discover your place
in missions

see how you can
make a difference

hear real stories of
God’s hand working

form relationships
with field workers and
other supporters

gain new
experiences

find the trip with
everything you’ve been
searching for

find like-minded
people

get encouraged
in your faith

learn about missions
in community

find missions resources
you didn’t even know
existed

get inspired with
field worker
biographies

LEGEND
THE GREENHOUSE
grow your knowledge of missions
THE STORYBOOK

find stories from the field
THE HARVEST FIELD
find opportunities to labor
THE TRELLIS
find structure to grow in missions
THE GARDEN
dig up missions resources

Request an account to be granted access to the
secure information across the site.

Sign Up Here

Based on the research, the
home page needed to be
clean and clear on what the
purpose of Fieldguide was.
The visual research on Monday.com was helpful because
that company also has multiple parts to it, so I modeled
the Fieldguide homepage
after their homepage.
I created the illustrations for
each area of Fieldguide to
be a sort of branding point
of reference for people as
they explore the many facets
of Fieldguide. This helped
inform the creation of the
simpler icons used further
down the homepage, too.
At first, the colored circles
were the only indicator to
the area of Fieldguide that
the call to action came from,
but for people who are new
to Fieldguide, they would
likely have to keep scrolling
back up to remind themselves what each area meant.
To solve this problem, I
created miniature icons
based on the illustrated icons
above and put them in a
legend with shortened definitions of each area. Then
I put all the icons in their
corresponding circles.

FOR FIELD WORKERS
Fieldguide’s update sharing platform is about to become
your new favorite tool. The Storybook will benefit you in
so many ways:
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THE GARDEN
dig up missions resources

find missions resources
you didn’t even know
existed

get inspired with
field worker
biographies

Request an account to be granted access to the
secure information across the site.

Sign Up Here

FOR
WORKERS
FOR FIELD
FIELD WORKERS
Fieldguide’s update sharing platform is about to become
Fieldguide’s
updatetool.
sharing
is will
about
to become
your new favorite
The platform
Storybook
benefit
you in
your
newways:
favorite tool. The Storybook will benefit you in
so many
so many ways:

More time

Having a streamlined, easy-to-use update platform—plus the option
to have a Storytelling Team share updates for you—will allow you to
have more time for ministry and to be more present where you are.

More supporter interest

If you’ve ever felt forgotten on the field, lost in the mix, or like your
work wasn’t exciting enough to share, The Storybook will help solve all
those problems through better formatting and secure searchability.

More skills + resources

Using the Storybook will grant you access to graphic designers,
copywriters, and more who are all skilled at storytelling and are willing
to provide all levels of help with sharing your updates—all for free.

More security

Fieldguide has multiple security measures in place throughout the
website that are fully customizable to fit your needs while still
allowing your ministry to be found by believers who want to join you.

Learn more about how it all works on our Field Worker Sign Up page.

Sign Up Here

The home page also needed
to clearly define why this
product and system would
be helpful to missionaries
specifically. The four areas
listed here came directly
from what missionaries said
in the research interviews
that they needed. In order
to not overwhelm visitors
though, the home page just
gave a brief overview of each
benefit, allowing missionaries
to learn more on the sign up
page if they were interested.
This was something else
interview participants said
they wanted: quick highlights
with the option to see more.
This invitation to give and
illustrated footer sits at the
bottom of every webpage. I
wanted to make it very clear
and easy to give to Fieldguide so people didn’t have
to hunt for a hidden donation
page. The multi-colored
sky above a conglomerate
of illustrated landmarks
was designed mainly to
strengthen the voice of
Fieldguide as being fun,
friendly and welcoming, but
it also speaks to Fieldguide’s
value to bring the Gospel to
all nations.
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A lot of Fieldguide’s About
page came from the research
conducted through the literature review.
The core of the literature
review found that people
would be more likely to get
involved in missions if they
understood its purpose, its
value, and the opportunities
to get involved, so that was
the vision of Fieldguide.
The five areas, or “pathways”
of Fieldguide also came from
the literature review, as well
as the interviews. The simplified icons were reused as
the visual touchpoint for the
“Mission” piece of the page.
Each of the Core Values
came from information found
in the literature review, like
how the purpose of missions
is to reach all people groups,
or how the colonization in
missions history has been a
stumbling block for Millennial
Christians, or how Millennials
want missions organizations
to be honest and transparent
with how they run their business, or how relationships
are vital to Millennials for
sustained missions efforts.

ABOUT

VISION
Fieldguide exists to create clear pathways for ordinary Christians to engage in God’s extraordinary mission. Our
hope is that when people understand the true purpose of missions and the value that it holds, they will seek out ways to get
involved. Fieldguide plays a part in both areas: teaching people the purpose and value of missions, providing resources to learn
more, and then providing opportunities to engage with missionaries or get involved with trips or other missions initiatives.

MISSION
Fieldguide lives out our vision through five pathways that collectively form all that Fieldguide is and does.
The Greenhouse
Starting with The Greenhouse, this page of our website is a place where people can get an overview of what missions is all
about and how they can get involved.
The Storybook
Once people have a solid understanding of missions, the fastest way they can get involved is to head over to The Storybook,
where they can search for a missionary to support. Our comprehensive database has multiple filters that people can use to
either find a missionary they know or one who they would be interested in supporting due to the nature of their ministry.
The Harvest Field
For people who feel called to go into the field, or maybe to go on a short-term trip to just get a taste of what overseas
missions is like, they can sift through The Harvest Field to find trips and other opportunities to get involved.
The Trellis
The Trellis is an extension of The Greenhouse: a place to find opportunities to learn about missions in a more structured
setting—and in community with others. This could be missions conferences like CrossCon, missions classes like the
Perspectives class, or small events like an International Dinner at a local church. The point is to bring awareness to learning
environments that already exist for people to discover missions for themselves.
The Garden
There are so many missions resources out there that many people would love to make use of but don’t know exist. That’s why
Fieldguide put together The Garden, which compiles all the resources into one organized, searchable list that is constantly
being updated by our team. Use The Garden to find what you’re looking for, or to discover a resource you didn’t even know
you needed!

CORE VALUES
Fieldguide was created based on months of research to find out what people really wanted and needed in regards to missions.
All of our core values stem from that research.
Biblical Theology
• follow the Great Commission, especially the part that says to make disciples of all nations
• focus on the Gospel, remaining authentic to the cause, not the product
• prioritize Gospel proclamation to the unreached
Proper Missiology
• encourage the meeting of both spiritual needs and physical needs, not one or the other
• ensure cultural competency so missions doesn’t turn into American saviors spreading American culture
• appreciate color and don’t demand cultural assimilation because the point is to gain a fuller picture of the body of Christ
Commitment to the Truth
• strive for truth in everything and responsible fact-checking
• report missions updates and field opportunities with honesty
• provide transparency with the financial processes within Fieldguide and other missions organizations
Help, not Supplant
• encourage involvement in the local church
• encourage real-life relationships with missions workers
• bring awareness to systems already in place
• give control to missions workers and consumers in order to be the most helpful
• allow the body of Christ to use skills and talents they already have, showing them options of where they would fit best

LEADERSHIP
Board of Directors
Sarah Thomas
James Smith
Charles Jacobson
Officers
Victoria Dissmore
Matthew Paulsen
Eleanor Joseph

The leadership section was an effort
on Fieldguide’s part to be transparent
with its own organizational structure.
Right now, just the three members of
the board of directors required for a
Virginia non-profit and the officers
are listed, but as Fieldguide grows,
more key players and more information on each person could be added.
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The Greenhouse is meant to be the
starting point for people who don’t
know much about missions, or maybe
they do know a lot about missions but
they want to see a clearer picture of
what missions is all about. The Greenhouse could also serve as an informative tool for churches to share with
their members, or for people to share
with friends who want to understand
missions better. Whatever perspective a
person is coming from, The Greenhouse
is a single webpage that explains the
purpose of missions, the value of missions, and the various opportunities that
exist for people to engage in missions.
Again, The Greenhouse aimed to stick
to Fieldguide’s goal to be friendly and
inviting, so fun colors and illustrations
were used throughout. The plant
illustrations also fit the picture of the
page being a “greenhouse”. Plus, the
fun layout helped teach the material
in a more entertaining way that invites
ownership and engagement, as opposed
to a stuffy-classroom-guilt-inducing
way that drives people away.

Here is (some of) the Biblical basis for the
purpose of missions:

THe GREENHOUSE

MATTHeW 28:19–20A

“Go therefore and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to
observe all that I have commanded you.”

a place to grow your knowledge of missions

This passage is known as The Great Commission,
where Jesus commissions his disciples (and all
followers of Jesus) to make more disciples, after
his resurrection and before he ascends into
heaven. Notice how Jesus says to make disciples
of all nations, or “ethne” in Greek, which also
translates as peoples.

THE NECESSITY OF MISSIONS
All over the world,

billions of people

are walking throughout their entire lives without ever hearing
the Gospel of Jesus Christ...

Clarification:

We don’t mean that all people will be saved. Some people will choose to turn away from God. But it
is true that all peoples will be saved, meaning at least one representative from every people group.

Are you excited yet?
...and they never will unless someone crosses into their culture to share it with them.¹
Missions is all about giving gospel access to those billions of people, but for many
Christians, the idea of missions is

mysterious and confusing.

SO WHAT IS MISSIONS?
Fieldguide defines missions as any cross-cultural effort to share the

Read this statistic and pay attention to how you feel now, knowing more about the
purpose of missions:

Less than 1% of money given to missions
goes to the unreached.4
You may have heard this statistic before, and even if you haven’t, you’re
probably appalled at the lack of support for reaching unreached people

Gospel of Jesus Christ, specifically with people groups who have

groups. This is why Fieldguide wants to shed light on this problem and

limited or no access to the Gospel from the people around them.

give people tangible ways to help solve it.

HOWEVER
You might be thinking, This all sounds great, but why is it so important
for the Church to do missions? What is the purpose?
Here it is:

we must be careful when throwing around statistics like
the one above.
First of all, that stat is 21 years old, and it comes from estimates and
calculations. Those estimates are based on very real data, but they are

The purpose of missions is to share the Gospel with unreached
people groups so that one day every tribe, tongue, and nation
will worship Jesus Christ as Lord.

still estimates.5

Does this mean we should toss this stat out the window?
Not necessarily. 1% is still a very small number, and the 7,000 people groups that are still
unreached speak for themselves: more money and more people are still needed to
go to the unreached to share the Gospel. Whether only 1% or 10% or 20%, something

Don’t miss that last part. That is

must be done to fill this gap.

why it’s so important that the
Church not neglect bringing the
Gospel to the 7,402¹ people
groups that are still unreached.

This quote from a former president of Kenya is an
example of what Fieldguide hopes missions will NOT be:
“When the Missionaries arrived, the Africans had the land and the Missionaries had the
Bible. They taught how to pray with our eyes closed. When we opened them, they had

The written copy was meant to have a
playful, yet confident and responsible
tone. I wanted readers to know I had
done my research and knew what I was
talking about, but was also there to
teach as a friend. I also had to be very
clear with the important parts that are
commonly misunderstood, like the part
about every tribe, tongue, and nation.

Wait, what is an unreached people group?
Revered missions resource Joshua Project defines unreached people
groups as “a people group among which there is no indigenous

the land and we had the Bible...They speak as if it was some how beneficial to an African
to work for them instead for himself and to make sure that he will receive this benefit
they do their best to take away his land and leave him with no alternative. Along with his
land they rob him of his government, condemn his religious ideas, and ignore his
fundamental conceptions of justice and morals, all in the name of civilisation and

community of believing Christians with adequate numbers and

progress.”6

resources to evangelize this people group without outside assistance.”²

Jomo Kenyatta, the first prime minister and then first president of independent Kenya, from 1963–1978

WHAT MISSIONS IS:

Did you know?
There are still 144
unengaged people
groups in the world.³

cross-cultural, which means crossing
significant language and cultural barriers
such that you must learn the new culture in
order to effectively communicate the
Gospel

Side Note:

sharing the Gospel using words, not just by
doing good works and hoping people who
see you will understand the Gospel

sharing the Gospel with unreached people
groups, meaning they have limited Gospel
access from the people around them
without cultural or language barriers

supporting mission work, whether through
prayer, finances, going on a short term trip
to a place where missionaries are already
working, or any other way of directly
supporting missionaries

WHAT MISSIONS IS NOT:

There is a difference between unreached peoples and unengaged peoples. Unengaged peoples
have never had any sort of Christian or Gospel contact within the community. Unengaged people
groups are also unreached, but not all unreached people groups are unengaged.
evangelizing people who already have
significant Gospel access from the people
around them, even if you travel across the
world to another culture

just sharing the Gospel with as many people
as possible, or with just one person in every
country, because there are multiple
God-created people groups within one
human-defined border

doing social justice or humanitarian work
without sharing the Gospel or working to
establish a sustainable community of
believers

colonization, or white people indoctrinating
other peoples with their culture, or
American Christians trying to make all
Christians across the world worship like
them

It was very important to include the Biblical
basis for the purpose of missions so people
could see that it wasn’t just Fieldguide or
another mission organization’s idea to reach
all people groups, but it has been God’s heart
throughout the entire Bible and to this day.
This feature was also sparked by the research
on how Millennials were hesitant to get
involved in missions because of missions’ past
negative history of colonization and oppression, as well as how some Christians believe
missions work is synonymous with humanitarian aid. The Greenhouse wanted to showcase
the true purpose of missions that comes right
from God’s word and not man’s agenda. This
was also the impetus for the Is/Is Not section.
The four passages featured in this section
are Matthew 28:19–20a, Revelation 5:9 &
7:9, Genesis 12:3, and Ephesians 3:10, which I
learned about through the 8-week class on
missions I took at my church during the Fall
2021 semester. There are many more passages
I could have included to support the purpose
of missions, and I do list a few more examples
on the Genesis 12:3 card about God wanting
all peoples to be blessed through his chosen
people, Israel. Nonetheless, I felt these four
gave a good initial overview of the main idea
that God desires for all people groups to know
and worship him, so that the “manifold wisdom
of God” might be known through his multimulti-colored church (Eph. 3:10).
This middle section is worth noting and comes
straight from the research in the “Consumerism, Materialism, and the American Dream”
section on pages 29–30 of this thesis.

Here is (some of) the Biblical basis for the
purpose of missions:
Now you know the purpose of missions, but what
value does missions have for you?
(Besides the fact that people hear about Jesus)
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Missions can bring previously unanticipated value to followers of Jesus in ways that
other things don’t satisfy.
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POSITIVe IMPACT
Now you know the purpose of missions, but what
value does missions have for you?
(Besides the fact that people hear about Jesus)
Missions can bring previously unanticipated value to followers of Jesus in ways that
other things don’t satisfy.

VALUE OF MISSIONS
In a 2019 study done by the Barna Group, surveys found that
47% of Millennials at least somewhat believe it is wrong
to share their faith with those of a different faith.7
In an article by Global Missiology, a survey revealed that young
adults ages 25–35 were not participating in missions initiatives
from a particular conference primarily because of the
“busyness of life”.8

Side Note:

Statistics on missions giving could also have some insight into how much the church values missions.

The reasons people appear to not value missions in practice is
likely not malicious. How much a person gets involved in
missions is not necessarily indicative of his or her heart or desire to
serve God. Most of the time, people just aren’t aware of the
value of missions.
(or how to incorporate missions into their lives, as we will learn...)

So, what is the value of missions?

PURPOSe
You get to be a part of a strategic mission to reach the unreached.
You actually feel like your job has so much purpose, and your
job is specifically linked to that purpose.
You get a sense of knowing you’re doing what God is

This next room in The Greenhouse informs
readers about the value of missions. The
first two sections give some of the statistics
found in the Value section of the literature
review, as well as a disclaimer about how to
interpret (or not interpret) the data. The
reasoning behind this was to make readers
aware of why it was even important to learn
the value of missions and give context to the
problem of the lack of awareness.
From there, The Greenhouse rattles off a
multitude of ways missions has value, taken
straight from the interview content from
missionaries and organized into the same six
categories. The supplemental illustrations
come from the Fieldguide website footer.
Although they don’t directly correlate with
the information, each illustration was chosen specifically for its relatability to its corresponding category of value. For example,
when you have a purpose, you follow the
specific direction your purpose is pointing
to, much like how a sailboat follows the specific direction that its sail is pointing to.

calling you to do and that it will have eternal
significance.
It’s an opportunity to use your life to add
value to the mission of God.
It allows you to dedicate more time
wholeheartedly to your purpose.

NeW EXPeRIeNCeS
You get to share the gospel with people who have never ever heard, which means they have a
fresh curiosity and new perspective that you get to share in.
Learning other cultures shows you there’s more than one way to do things, giving you a broader
sense of how humans operate and enriching your perspective.
New cultures and having
new experiences is fun.
Travel helps you figure
out what you want in life.

The goal in creating this chapter of The
Greenhouse was to bring awareness to the
value of missions so that when Christians are
considering engaging in missions in any way,
they can reference this page to learn what
they could gain in the midst of what they
fear they might lose, whether they actually
lose those things or not. The point is that
missions has value for everyone, whether
you financially support a field worker or you
go out to the field yourself.

Travel helps you stay
active.

You get to help people see (and be part of
making) this world as it ought to be.
You get to give people something that
can never be taken from them.

“Missions is like
a treasure hunt
where you’re
trying to find
the hearts that
God has already
prepared to
receive the
Good News.”

ReLATIONSHIPS
As a field worker, you get to have a relationship
with your supporters and experience a team
culture with your missions team.
As a supporter, you get to have a relationship
with the field workers you support.

ReLATIONSHIP WITH GOD
Missions helps you understand what God is already doing all over
the world in terms of bringing people into his kingdom.
Missions forces you to have a constant attitude of
surrender and dependence on the Lord, actively
listening to his voice and then acting in obedience.
You get to learn about who God is
through the lens of another culture.
“Missions is like a
treasure hunt where
you’re trying to find
the hearts that God
has already prepared
to receive the good
news.”

HOPe
Missions gives you hope in this broken
world—that there are people spreading the
gospel everywhere and making positive
changes in the world.
Missions enables you to witness
God’s spirit moving first-hand,
which is really exciting and beautiful
and you get to see it with your
own eyes.

-Interview Participant
So you know the purpose of missions and the
value of missions—how can you get involved in
missions?
Anyone can engage in missions in varying levels!

POSITIVe IMPACT
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So you know the purpose of missions and the
value of missions—how can you get involved in
missions?
Anyone can engage in missions in varying levels!

HOW TO ENGAGE IN MISSIONS

This final room in The Greenhouse
teaches readers how they can engage
in missions. The four categories used to
define “engagement” in the literature
review were also used here: praying,
giving financially, engaging at home,
and engaging overseas.

The next area of Fieldguide is The
Storybook. When users click on The
Storybook link either from the homepage, the header menu, the footer
menu, or one of the internal page links,
they will be taken to The Storybook
landing page, not the page to the left.
The page to the left is an example of
what supporters would see when they
go to the profile page of a missionary
(or missionary couple, in this case)
whom they support.

THe STORYBOOK
a place to find missionary stories

PRAYING
ANDY

PRAY FOR FIELD
WORKERS

AND BETTY

and let them know when you’ve
prayed on their profile page!

For each category, a simple icon was
used to lead the eye to that information and distinguish it from the other
categories. The floating scroll-through
boxes also accomplish this while allowing readers to interact with the content
and truly consider each idea.

GIVING
The houseboat of one of our friends near where we live in Alappuzha, Kerala.

UPDATES
Latest News

GIVE TO FIELD
WORKERS

Most of the scroll-through cards have a
call to action with a link to the relevant
area of Fieldguide where they can begin
to accomplish that idea. This gives
readers a practical starting point for
their engagement so they’re not left
wondering where to start.

Posted April 9, 2022
–––––––––– GOSPEL STRATEGY ––––––––––

Small blurb of latest updates go here. Lorem ipsum dolor
sit amet, adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim, quis nostrud exerci

find one to support here!

Here in Alappuzha, we’re really trying to raise up
and support local Christians in order to build a
sustainable, healthy, Christ-following church.
We’re doing that by reaching people in our
neighborhood through ecotourism and a
medical clinic.
––––––––––––– LOCATIONS –––––––––––––
Attappadi

Munnar

Arabian Sea
Ilavaniyan
People Group

Alappuzha

Bhramin Potti
People Group

ENGAGING AT HOMe

Our medical clinic is in Alappuzha, which is also
where our ecotourism business is based out of.
Sometimes we visit Munnar and Attappadi, as
well. We live closest to the Bhramin Potti people,
who are currently unreached.

The ideas not shown here are:

Learn more about the Bhramin Potti.
Afghanistan

HELP A FIELD
WORKER FRIEND
SUPPORT-RAISE

• pray for unreached people groups
• use missions prayer guides
• give to your local church
• give to missions organizations
• give to Fieldguide
• volunteer your skills to a field worker
• volunteer at missions events
• engage with unreached people groups
in your own area
• serve overseas for a season
• consider long-term service among an
unreached people group

China

Pakistan

Nepal

Bhutan
Bangladesh

India

Myanmar
(Burma)
Bay of Bengal

The Storybook Profile page was an
attempt to refresh the typical missionary newsletter or update email. Many
missionaries interviewed mentioned
that many of their supporters didn’t
always read their newsletters due to
short attention spans, busyness, forgetfulness, or any number of reasons.
Through The Storybook, Fieldguide
hopes to make the newsletter reading
experience so engaging, interesting,
and easy to navigate that supporters
can quickly glance through to find what
they need or enjoy giving it a longer
read-through.

Arabian Sea
Alappuzha

Subheading

More updates on another topic go here. Lorem ipsum
dolor sit amet, adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim, quis nostrud exerc.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit,
sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet
dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat.

ENGAGING OVeRSeAS
GO ON A
SHORT-TERM TRIP
TO SUPPORT FIELD
WORKERS AND
LOCAL BELIEVERS

“

INTERESTING AND ENGAGING
PULL QUOTE GOES HERE, PULL
QUOTE GOES HERE, QUICK
HIGHLIGHT.

check out some trip
opportunities here!

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat
nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio
dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit
augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.

Check out the other areas of Fieldguide to help
you engage in missions!
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THe GARDEN

Another Subheading

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing
elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea
commodo consequat.

Sri Lanka

––––––––– STORY CHARACTERS –––––––––
Blurb here about story characters to introduce
to people who they’re talking about so less
confusing in updates/news/videos
Name
briefly explain who this person is, how you know
them, how you interact with them and how
often
Name
briefly explain who this person is, how you know
them, how you interact with them and how
often
Name
briefly explain who this person is, how you know
them, how you interact with them and how
often
Name
briefly explain who this person is, how you know
them, how you interact with them and how
often
Name
briefly explain who this person is, how you know
them, how you interact with them and how
often
New Brothers and Sisters
Praise the Lord with us for the salvation of our
dear friends Name, Name, and Name!
briefly explain how each person came to faith,
the circumstances leading up to it and who is
discipling them now and how

One of the features The Storybook
offers is its sidebar with special sections
that will stay relatively the same with
each update, like the missionary’s Gospel strategy or location information. A
missionary can choose which sections
to include. The purpose is to quickly
give supporters context to the missionary’s work.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in
hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie
consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla
facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio
dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril
delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in
hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie
consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla
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minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat.

“

INTERESTING AND ENGAGING
PULL QUOTE GOES HERE, PULL
QUOTE GOES HERE, QUICK
HIGHLIGHT.
Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate
velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat
nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio
dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit
augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.

Another Subheading

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing
elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea
commodo consequat.

Highs and Lows
Highs
• today we did something here Jesus yay
• more good things
• good Gospel things
Lows
• something sad sadness sadddddd
• another low point in the week

them, how you interact with them and how
often
Name
briefly explain who this person is, how you know
them, how you interact with them and how
often
Name
briefly explain who this person is, how you know
them, how you interact with them and how
often
New Brothers and Sisters
Praise the Lord with us for the salvation of our
dear friends Name, Name, and Name!
briefly explain how each person came to faith,
the circumstances leading up to it and who is
discipling them now and how
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in
hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie
consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla
facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio
dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril
delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in
hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie
consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla
facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio
dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril
delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in
hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie
consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla
facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio
dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril
delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, cons ectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit
lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismo!
–––––––––– THINGS TO NOTE ––––––––––
If you ever visit Kerala, India, or are planning to
do ministry in this area, here are some things to
note about the culture:
• If something ever happens, don’t do this;
instead do something else
• Put something else notable here

A herd of camels crossing the train tracks near our ministry location last week

Story Highlights
Watch this video by our Storytelling Team that tells the
latest of what God is doing in Alappuzha!

Personal video update

This is where a field worker can link to a secure, unlisted
video of them just sharing their heart or other news in a
more unfiltered update format:
Video Link

A Storybook profile
can also have a general
update section with the
latest news written out
for supporters to read,
highs and lows from the
period, and videos highlighting stories of God
at work in that area.

The beautiful palm trees near our house

PRAYER

The “Things to Note” portion of the sidebar
came from literature review research. Right
now, missionaries don’t have a good way
of passing along their expertise to the next
generation, so the Things to Note section is
a place where missionaries can put things
they’ve learned about their mission field that
would be helpful for a new missionary to know
before coming to do ministry there. It’s all
about giving context to the work being done
and being transparent about it so Millennials
can really see themselves joining the work.

The beautiful palm trees near our house

The Gospel Strategy section of the
sidebar gives missionaries a chance to
summarize the work they’re doing and
the specific Gospel-related goal they’re
trying to accomplish. Set keywords
in this vision statement will be made
searchable so missionaries can be
searched for and found by like-minded
supporters. The Gospel Strategy is
also a way of assuring supporters that
true, responsible Gospel work is being
done, which was a reason interview
participants stated was a hesitation
for engaging in missions. The literature review also touched on this,
finding that Millennials are more likely
to engage when they can see exactly
what work is being done and how their
involvement can make a difference.

General

Financial Needs

Salvations

EMERGENCY NEEDS

• put
• general
• prayer
• requests
• here

• put
• financial
• needs
• here

• put
• peoples’
• names
• for salvation
• here

• put
• emergency needs
• here

FINANCES
How to Give

–––––––––– SUPPORT RAISED ––––––––––

We are so grateful for your generous financial
partnership. To support our ministry, you can either give
to us through BMM or through Fieldguide, which will
directly finance our Storytelling Team.

The locations section is meant to help
supporters visualize where the missionary lives and does ministry. It also gives
missionaries an opportunity to share
about the unreached people groups
in their area and maybe give a link to
more information. This helps give a
face to the real people behind the missionary’s work, which interviews found
would inspire people to engage more.
Another way to put faces to missions
statistics is through the “Story Characters” section, which briefly explains
who people are so that in reading the
update section, supporters can quickly
reference the Story Characters to find
out more about that person.

At first, I tossed around the idea of
allowing people to donate right from
Fieldguide, but with so many good
donation structures in place already, I
didn’t want Fieldguide to replace any,
just help people know they exist and
how to use them.

Donate to our Storytelling Team

General

1. Click here to give

Goal
$1200/month

Raised
97%

We are currently around 97% supported! We are
doing okay financially and the Lord is providing
what we need, but we would really love to be
able to set aside more money to get a new boat.
This would expand our ecotourism business and
allow us to reach more people with the Gospel,
especially some of our poorer neighbors who
don’t always have access to our medical clinic
because of the river.
––––––––– MONTHLY BUDGET –––––––––
Church | $100

OR

Charity | $20
Rent | $350

1. Visit www.bmm.org/give

Utilities | $75
Transportation | $60

2. Scroll down until you see the blue box with a link to
the unlisted giving
3. Click the bold blue “here”, or go directly to
www.bmm.org/give/give-to-an-unlisted-missionary

Groceries | $200
Restaurants | $50
Miscellaneous | $250
Insurance | $65
–––––––––––– MONEY TRAIL ––––––––––––
$100 | something big for ministry spent on since
last update

4. Type in “S.; Andy and Betty”

$150 | something else spent on since last update

5. Type in giving amount and press “Give Online”!

Our Storytelling Team is what allows us to post such
awesome updates more frequently. They also help give
you a better picture of what God is doing around the
world and specifically through our ministry in India.
Would you consider donating to our Storytelling Team
so we can keep delivering to you encouraging,
faith-building content?

Lisa

Graphic Designer

Max

Editor/Copywriter

Zack

Videographer

Tessa

Photographer

However, people can still support the
missionary’s ministry on Fieldguide
by donating to their Storytelling
Team, which will be explained more
in detail later. On their Storybook
profiles, missionaries can share the
names and faces of their Storytelling
Team so people can see who is coming alongside the missionary to help
share what God is doing.

Kacie

Fact-checker

Donate

Financial Needs
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• put
• general
• prayer

PRAYER
Thank you all so much for your prayers. God is doing
amazing things in India! Here are some things we would
love prayer and support for:

The Finances section stemmed from
research noting that Millennials wanted
to be able to see where their money
was going in order to steward their
giving well. The “How to Give” section
was created as a direct result from an
interview with a missionary couple. The
missionaries lamented the fact that
new supporters didn’t know how to give
to them because their sensitive country
of ministry required a special webpage
and knowing exactly what name to
type in. The instructions listed in the
finances section will hopefully clear up
confusion for supporters and allow missionaries to get the funds they need.

Thank you all so much for your prayers. God is doing
amazing things in India! Here are some things we would
love prayer and support for:

General

The Prayer section of The Storybook
again allows supporters to quickly
glance through to see how they can
be praying for the missionary they’re
supporting. The prayer requests are
categorized for easy comprehension, as
well as to draw attention to emergency
needs a missionary might have that
supporters could meet. This was something brought up in the interviews,
that people wanted to see the current
needs of missionaries and how they
could practically help meet them.

• put
• financial
• needs
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THE PROBLEM OF SECURITY
Security was an issue that was uncovered in multiple missionary interviews. Fieldguide’s goal with The
Storybook was to make it easy for missionaries and current or new supporters to connect, but that can
be tricky when certain countries are suspicious of missionaries or have outright banned Christianity.
In order to protect the identities of missionaries in those security-conscious situations, I came up with
a number of security measures that missionaries can choose from when they sign up for The Storybook’s storytelling service.
On The Storybook landing page, people will be able to search for a missionary’s profile page by a number of search filters, including missions organization, local church, language, people group, country/
region, missionary vision statement, type of ministry, or skill/service needed. However, when a missionary profile page is clicked on, only a preview will be shown to those who are not already supporting
the missionary, until they are vetted by Fieldguide. This will allow interested people who don’t already
know the missionary personally to still be able to find and support them without breaching security.

1. Set your profile to not be searchable at all.
2. Set your profile to only be searchable by some parameters and not others.
3. Assign an unlisted link to your profile so you can share it with only people you know and trust.
4. Lock your profile page so only those with the password can access it.
5. Lock your profile page so only those who have created an account and been vetted by you or Fieldguide can log in and view it.
6. Set your profile to only be viewable in certain countries.
With any or all of these security measures in place, all missionaries and supporters will be able to connect safely and securely.

Missionaries can choose to have their profile searchable by “Undisclosed Location” for the location
search filter, or they could opt to be searched only by region—or both, being an undisclosed location
within that region. This way, genuine people who are willing and able to serve in more dangerous areas
can connect with the missionaries in those areas who need support without alerting authorities.
When an individual creates an account with Fieldguide, they will only be able to view the profile previews, but they will be able to request access to the full profiles at the bottom of the page. This will
lead the user to a form that asks why they want to support the missionary, with the option to say if
that field worker knows them or doesn’t know them. With the former option, the user must confirm
through receiving a one-use secure access code from the field worker through whatever contact they
already have. With the latter, a few extra questions will appear to give the missionary as much vetting
information as possible. From there, the field worker will be able to send the secure access code to the
potential supporter’s provided email.
That takes care of the problem of secure access, but missionaries who sign up for The Storybook will
still have other options for security.
As outlined in the “Why should you use this service?” portion of the Field Worker Sign Up page, missionaries can fully customize all of Fieldguide’s security measures to suit their needs. This came as a
result of interviewed missionaries wishing for the ability to control their level of security. The options
available to missionaries are:
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you a better picture of what God is doing around the
world and specifically through our ministry in India.
Would you consider donating to our Storytelling Team
so we can keep delivering to you encouraging,
faith-building content?

Lisa

One thing that sets Fieldguide apart
is their Storytelling Teams. When a
missionary signs up for The Storybook,
they’ll get matched with a Storytelling
Team made up of a combination of
graphic designers, copywriters, editors,
fact-checkers, photographers, and videographers—depending on what skills
the missionary needs.

Zack

Graphic Designer

Videographer

Max

Kacie

Editor/Copywriter

Tessa

Photographer

THe HARVEST FIELD

Fact-checker

a place to find opportunities to labor

Donate

INTeRACTIVe MAP

Quickly find open opportunities based on location, or apply more filters below.
Opportunities include: short-term trips, churches looking for laborers to send, field workers looking
for people to join their team, missions initiatives available to join, and other missions opportunities
specific to an organization.

8
7

1

19
4

In the missionary interviews, some
missionaries said they would love to
have someone compile and share all
their updates for them; other missionaries said they would like to do some of
the work and have someone else do the
rest. The Storytelling Teams are meant
to serve the missionaries in whatever
way they need. When a Storytelling
Team first gets matched with a missionary, they will go visit the missionary for a designated period of time to
gather quality photos and videos, hear
their stories of God working, hear their
prayer requests, and report everything back to their supporters through
their Storybook profile. Afterwards,
a missionary can continue to use The
Storybook’s framework while still having access to their Storytelling Team’s
expertise and the ability to send their
own photos, videos, and stories for the
team to put together.
All of these options are available to
missionaries at any time throughout
their time in the field and will help
avoid wasted time and frustration.

30

Colorful spices at the market near our medical clinic
27

2

ABOUT ANDY AND BETTY

3

15

Field Location: Alappuzha, Kerala, India

16
10

Home: Lynchburg, VA
Length in Field: 7 years, 6 months

FILTER

Vision Statement: to build up laborers for the local
church through responsible ecotourism

Skill or
Service
Needed

Sending Church: Gospel Community Church
Missions Organization: BMM

BY...

Location
Going to

Location
Going from

Pick a category

Fun Fact: Andy and Betty both played ultimate frisbee
in college

How to Contact Us

Type of
Ministry

Vision
Statement

Pick a sub-category

Select all • Clear selection

Aeronautics

Government

Unmanned Aerial Pilot

Arts & Sciences

Law

Passenger Aircraft Pilot

Behavioral Sciences

Medicine

Aviation Maintenance Technician

Business

Music

Aviation Management

Communication & the Arts

Nursing

Aviation Safety

Missions
Agency

Local
Church

Stage of
Life

Length of
Time

Specific
Dates

Select all • Clear selection

IMB STUDENTS
Summer Mission Trips

Divinity

Creative Writing

Highlights
• Inexpensive
• Only for summer

Education

Journalism

Learn more

Engineering

Family and Child Development

• All over the world
• For college-aged students

Event Planning

Health Sciences

The easiest way to get in quick contact with us is
through WhatsApp. If you have a longer message, shoot
us an email!

People
Group

Language

Fashion Design

Reset all filters

Save and choose another filter

IMB STUDENTS
Go 2 Years Journeyman
Highlights
• Fully-funded
• 2-year program

WhatsApp

• All over the world
• For college grads under 30

Learn more

@AndySmith and @BettySmith

OR

Apply

PIONEERS
Long-Term Pursuit
Highlights
• Live among the unreached
• Use your skills and passions

• Team support
• At least a year

Learn more

PIONEERS
Venture
Highlights
• Live among the unreached
• Use your skills and passions

• Be mentored by missionaries
• Up to twelve months

Learn more

Email

AndyAndBetty@gmail.com

PIONEERS
Edge

Mail

Highlights
• Live among the unreached
• Get college internship credit

Beach Rd, Sea View Ward, Alappuzha, Kerala 688007,
India

Learn more

• Serve alongside field workers
• Eight to twelve weeks

GREATER EUROPE MISSION
Short Term Teams
Highlights
• Various service projects
• Missions experience in Europe

• Make disciples with a team
• One to two weeks

Learn more

*You’ll need two stamps if mailing a letter from the U.S. For packages, we recommend USPS Flat Rate boxes.

Have an open missions opportunity?
Add it to The Harvest Field!

Subscribe
Sign up for email notifications for whenever Andy and Betty post a new update, or
change your notification settings on your account page!
First Name

Email address

Subscribe

This bottom section shares the missionary’s basic
information, plus their contact preferences in case
supporters can’t remember or just want to know the
best way to contact them. For supporters who have
already been vetted by the missionary, a subscribe
box will be at the bottom where there would’ve been
an invitation to request access to the full profile.
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Submit an Opportunity

GREATER EUROPE MISSION
Internships & Short Term Services
Highlights
• Use your career skills
• Missions experience in Europe
Learn more

• Serve alongside missionaries
• One month to two years

The Harvest Field was created from
an idea in one of my first interviews to
create a sort of Craigslist for missions.
A reoccurring problem that came up in
Millennial interviews and in literature
review research was that they would
be interested in engaging in missions
but they didn’t know how. The Harvest
Field was created to be a singular place
for people to find opportunities to get
involved in missions that were tailored
for both what they were looking for and
for the current needs of the mission
field. Literature review research found
that Millennials wanted to see exactly
what they would be doing and be able
to know their gifts would be used.
Each Harvest Field opportunity lists a
few highlights that are important to
note, with a link to the opportunity’s
webpage outside of Fieldguide. All the
opportunities are vetted, tagged, and
sorted by Fieldguide staff so that people who visit The Harvest Field know
the trips listed are doing good biblical
work and are filtered properly. If a missions organization, church, or missionary has an open missions opportunity,
they can submit it to Fieldguide so The
Harvest Field always stays fresh.
The interactive map and all the filters
came from ideas interview participants
gave, with the goal to just make it
as easy as possible for anyone to get
involved in missions, even stay-athome moms or less-mobile grandpas.
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THe TRELLIS

a place to find structure to grow in missions

INTeRACTIVe MAP

Quickly find upcoming events based on location, or apply more filters below.
Events include: classes, conferences, missionary speaking events, and other local events.

1

3

19

2
3

7
11

15

10

6

5

FILTER

4

BY...

Type of Event

Location

Local or National

Pick a category
CROSS CON
Jan. 3-5, 2024
Highlights
• Louisville, KY
• For students/young adults

Host

Pick a sub-category

Missions Organization

ABWE

Local Church

Acts of Himilaya

Other Organization

AMG

Individual or Small Group

Apex Missions

Length of Time

Select all • Clear selection

ENCOUNTER
Aug. 5-7, 2022

Avant Ministries

Highlights
• Orlando, FL
• For anyone seeking missions

Baptist Mid-Missions

Learn more

AG World Missions

• God’s heart for the nations
• Emphasize the gospel

Learn more

Specific Dates

• Clarify your missions journey
• Connect with missionaries

BGEA
Bibles International
Select all • Clear selection

Reset all filters

URBANA
Dec. 28-31, 2022
Highlights
• Indianapolis, IN
• Student-led

• Inspire and excite for missions
• Multi-cultural worship

Blue Sky Ministries

Save and choose another filter

Highlights
• Lynchburg, VA local church
• Hear from our missionaries

STORIES FROM THE FIELD
Sept. 18, 2022

Learn more

Apply

• Food from around the world
• Learn our vision for missions

Learn more

Learn more

Highlights
• Lynchburg, VA small group
• Student-led

OR

GCC INTERNATIONAL DINNER
April 10, 2022

• Hear inspiring missions stories
• All are welcome

PERSPECTIVES COURSE
Any Time
Highlights
• Find one at a location near you
• For those curious about missions

• Meet your area missions leaders
• Learn God’s global purpose

Learn more

LIVE SENT CLASS
May 8-26, 2022
Highlights
• Lynchburg, VA local church class
• Learn God’s global purpose

• Discern your missions calling
• Eight weeks

Learn more

WOL MISSIONS CONFERENCE
April 22-24, 2022
Highlights
• Pottersville, NY
• Hear from revered speakers
Learn more

Have a missions event coming up?
Add it to The Trellis!
Submit an Event

• Meet missions organizations
• Make God known

The Trellis was made with people in
mind who want to learn more about
missions. The literature review research
found that people who aren’t involved
in missions often don’t know the purpose or value behind it, and classes or
conferences on missions can help with
that! Interview participants also said
they would be more inspired to engage
in missions if they heard missionaries
speak in person. Classes and conferences can also give that more personal
training that Millennials are looking for.
The filters for The Trellis are similar
to filters for The Harvest Field, as
they allow people to find what they’re
looking for. The interactive map is also
available for people to quickly search
for events by state. The goal is to
bring awareness to structures that are
already in place to teach people about
missions.
If an organization, church, or even an
individual has a missions event coming
up that they want to get the word out
for, they can submit it to The Trellis
where it will be vetted and sorted by
Fieldguide. This way, people can trust
that all opportunities in The Trellis are
teaching biblical theology and responsible missiology.
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The Garden was an idea from a few of
my interviews with both missionaries
and Millennials, where they recommended having a place to show the
latest missions statistics and research,
as well as prayer guides and other tools.
As Fieldguide aims to do with each area
of its website, The Garden provides
pathways for people to better engage
in missions, whether through country
information, unreached/unengaged
statistics, the latest missions research,
field worker tools, articles with advice
for field workers, missional resources
for churches, sending tools, missions
agency websites, missions books or
other published content, missionary
biographies, missions prayer guides,
or support raising tools. Having all the
resources compiled into one categorized page will help people know what
resources are out there that they might
have otherwise never discovered.
For each resource, Fieldguide adds a
short paragraph explaining why this
resource is helpful and why someone
might want to use it. The hope is that
more people will engage in missions
because of these resources.

THe GARDEN

a place to dig up missions resources

Country
Information

Unreached/
Unengaged
Stats

Latest
Missions
Research

Field
Worker
Tools

Field
Worker
Advice

Church
Resources

Sending
Tools

Missions
Agencies

Published
Informational
Content

Missionary
Biographies

Missions
Prayer
Guides

Support
Raising

Joshua Project

Stratus

Joshua Project is a research initiative seeking to highlight the ethnic people
groups of the world with the fewest followers of Christ. The website
frequently updates its statistics on unreached people groups in the world.

Stratus is a project by Radical that synthesizes reliable data from different
sources to clearly display the world’s most urgent spiritual and physical
needs to better approach the Great Commission.

Go to resource

Go to resource

Operation World

The Traveling Team: Missions Stats

Operation World is a great resource for learning about how to pray for
different countries and people groups. Their home page features a new
country to pray for each day, as well as an “Unreached of the Day” section.

The missions stats page on the Traveling Team’s website has statistics on
various aspects of Christianity, religion, and missions all across the world,
neatly categorized in an easy-to-read format.

Go to resource

Go to resource

Gordon Conwell Status of Global Christianity

Finishing The Task: The UUPG List

Know of a good missions resource?
Add it to The Garden!
Our Fieldguide team is already on the lookout for helpful tools that will guide you on
your missions journey, but we are open to your suggestions, too!

Suggest a Resource

Just like with The Harvest Field and The
Trellis, people can suggest a resource
for The Garden. The Fieldguide team
is constantly on the lookout for helpful
tools, as well, so the Garden will always
be up-to-date.
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With the issue of security, Fieldguide
needed to have two ways for people
to join: as a field worker (missionaries
or missions mobilizers) or an individual.
When an individual signs up, they get
the ability to save opportunities and
unlock access to full Storybook profiles,
plus they’re able to use a simplified
version of The Storybook, just without
a Storytelling Team. This would be for
people who are not full-time missionaries but who go on a short-term trip
or have other missions stories they
want to share. When field workers sign
up, they get paired with a Storytelling
Team, plus they get all the benefits of
an individual account.

JOIN

JOIN

ARE YOU A...

JOIN

FIELD WORKER SIGN UP

FIELD WORKER SIGN UP
Powered by

Request an Account

The Storybook part of Fieldguide is intended for current missionaries or missions
mobilizers who are being financially supported by fellow believers. The following
form will need to be filled out in full in order to gain access to the complete
Storybook profile framework. If a question does not apply to you, please provide
an explanation instead. After you complete and submit the sign up form, our
Fieldguide relations team will review your account request. This will involve
contacting your sending organization and/or church so they can be involved in
the process, too. Once your information has been reviewed, we will contact you
with our decision.

INDIVIDUAL?
FIELD WORKER?
Sign up here to create your own
profile and get started with a
Storytelling Team. Plus, unlock
access to the full profiles of field
workers you support and save
opportunities you’re interested in.

Create an account to unlock access
to the full profiles of field workers
you support and save opportunities
you’re interested in.
Also gain access to a simplified
version of Fieldguide’s profile
framework to create a page to tell
stories from your short-term trip.

Why should you use this service?

Sign Up Here
Create an Account

Have more time for ministry

First Name

When you sign up for Fieldguide’s field worker update service, you’ll get
matched with a Storytelling Team made up of a combination of graphic
designers, copywriters, editors, fact-checkers, photographers, and
videographers—depending on your needs. You then have a few options:

Email

1) use our update template to continue sharing your updates yourself but
have access to tips and edits from your Storytellers
2) keep writing updates and gathering photo/video content for your
supporters but send it all to your Storytelling Team to put together for
you on your Storybook profile

JOIN

3) have your Storytelling Team come visit you in the field for a designated
period of time to gather quality photos and videos, hear your stories of
God working, hear your prayer requests, and report everything back to
your supporters through your Storybook profile

Last Name

Confirm your email

Your Password

minimum 8 characters, must include at least one number, capital letter, and symbol

When a field worker clicks the sign up
button, they will be taken to a page
that tells them why this service would
be helpful to them, shares testimonials from field workers who use The
Storybook, and shows them what
their profile will look like and include.
From there, they can click “Request
an Account” and be taken to the page
where they actually put in their information. They will have to describe the
nature of their work and their interest
in The Storybook. Fieldguide will then
review the submission, contact the
sending organization and/or church,
and follow up with the field worker
if necessary. Once the field worker’s
information has been reviewed, they
will be contacted with a decision.

All of these options are available to you at any time throughout your time
in the field and will help you save time so you can focus on your ministry.

INDIVIDUAL SIGN UP

Sending Organization/Church

Country or region where you primarily serve
This information will be kept private

Powered by
First Name

Gender

Last Name

Nationality

Email

Confirm your email

Field worker testimonials

People Group Focus
List all that apply

Describe your interest in Fieldguide’s service

Your Password

minimum 8 characters, must include at least one number, capital letter, and symbol

Create Account

Read how The Storybook
has helped field workers
just like you.

“The Storybook has saved me so much time. I don’t
have to worry about security because Fieldguide takes
care of it all for me. Since using The Storybook, my
supporters have also shown more of an interest in
what I’m doing and many have asked me how they
can come visit or become a field worker themselves.”

Describe the nature of your work

Rachel S., field worker to East Africa

Submit Request

What will your profile look like?
On the back end, The Storybook is very easy to use. Just choose which section you want to update, input your new text and images, and your information will
be automatically placed in your profile in a way that’s clean, easy for your supporters to scan through, and looks great!
Your profile includes:
• a short biographical overview, including how long you’ve been in
the field and your vision statement for your ministry, so
supporters get some context right off the bat
• a summary of the highs and lows of your week (or month—you
get to choose how frequently you update this section), plus
something random that happened
• a summary of your Gospel strategy so your supporters know
exactly what you’re up to, which builds trust
• a contact section telling your supporters the best way to get in
touch with you
• space to share unfiltered video updates securely
• a support progress bar with the option to add your full budget
for financial transparency with your supporters
• the option for your supporters to donate directly to your
Fieldguide Storytelling Team so you can use more of their
services
...and so much more! The Storybook is fully customizable so you
can have as little or as many sections as you want on your profile.

Request an Account
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THE FIELDGUIDE BRAND

GALLERY EXHIBITION

LOGO

As part of the MFA thesis requirements, I had the Fieldguide website, brand guide, and summarized
interview data printed for display in the Liberty University Art Gallery, along with the thesis work of
the other MFA students.

The Fieldguide logo was created
to be colorful, friendly, and give
off rustic-handwritten-personal
vibes, in the spirit of humbly
sharing information about the
wide world of missions. All these
traits came from the interviews.

TYPOGRAPHY
Looking Flowers Caps was
chosen to represent the grungy
field side of missions. Fieldguide
needed a clean sans-serif compliment, so Gaultier was chosen
for its unique chiseled edges and
feeling of friendliness.

AaBb AaBb
Looking Flowers Caps

Gaultier Light

Gaultier Regular

Gaultier Heavy

AaBb AaBb

OTHER BRAND GUIDELINES AND ELEMENTS
• For illustrations and boxes, userounded
corners where possible
• Brand includes some dusty/grungy/roughing-it-in-the-field elements,
contrasted with clean illustrations
• Gradients must always use all five ofthe
Fieldguide section colors at -45°
• Website footer should always have the
world travel combo illustration

• General small brand elements may be
used at will, such as the globe,airplane,
brown paper texture, andmulti-colored
lines representing themanifold wisdom of
God on displaythrough the global church
• Specific small brand elementssymbolizing
Fieldguide’s five sectionsmay be used
when the full sectionillustration would be
too distracting
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION
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CONCLUSION
PERSONAL GROWTH
This thesis book and project challenged me in many ways over the past year. I grew in confidence, in
how I approach getting things done, and in my own missions journey.
This project helped me grow in confidence because with each step I had to do way more than I
thought I could, but each time I was able accomplish the task successfully. From choosing my thesis
topic, to writing the 20+ page literature review on a topic I knew barely anything about, to applying for
IRB approval for interviewing people and scheduling interviews with 22 people in 3 weeks, to coming
up with an entire non-profit and designing its website with little web design experience. Even the process of writing this document has been way more than I thought I could ever do, but here it is!
Yes, this project came together because of all my hard work, but also because I had lots of support
from the Lord and really good friends. Part of my growth with this project came from me learning how
to rely on friends for things I couldn’t do on my own or didn’t have time for, and ask the Lord for help
with everything else. I saw the Lord come through for so many milestones in this project; there’s just
no way I could have accomplished everything without him. My friends were there to pray for me when
I was stressed, give me food when I needed it, cheer me up when I was discouraged, and speak truth
into my life when doubts and fears found their way in. This project definitely taught me the power of
community and helped me see what the Lord can do in my life!
Finally, this project helped me grow in my own missions journey and perspectives. Before starting the
research for the literature review, I didn’t understand what missions was all about or why it was so
important. My mind was blown when I finally understood that God wants a people for himself from
every tribe, tongue, and nation, and that’s why we have to cross cultures to share Jesus with those people groups that don’t already have a community of believers to share with them. This project opened
my eyes to the world of missions, and I hope this thesis informs and inspires others in the same way.
I couldn’t talk about personal growth without discussing how I grew as a designer. This project pushed
me as a creative thinker and problem-solver, which is a huge part of the design process. I also grew in
my ability to use research to inform my design solutions. This project helped me find, process, analyze,
and apply information in a visual design context. This project helped me improve my illustration skills,
my web design skills as I mentioned before, as well as my ability to clearly communicate new information through the way I lay out text and visuals. I very much appreciate the value of research and visual
research in coming up with visual solutions.
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FUTURE ASPIRATIONS

SUMMARY

In the future, I would love to turn Fieldguide into a real non-profit organization with hundreds of
employees in several different teams working together for different parts of the organization. I would
have a team for…

The final visual solution in the form of the Fieldguide non-profit and its website solves the problem
determined by the initial research: that when Millennial American Christians don’t engage in cross-cultural missions, its because they lack awareness of the purpose of missions, the value of missions, and
the opportunities available for them to engage.

• working on the development of the website (I would propose using Wordpress for its flexibility or
Webflow for its ease of use, but as web development is not my specialty, I would leave that decision
up to the developer team)
• finding and vetting missions opportunities for The Harvest Field
• finding and vetting events and classes for The Trellis
• finding missions resources for The Garden
• maintaining relationships with missions organizations and sending churches
• vetting and confirming field workers for The Storybook
• vetting people who sign up to support a Storybook field worker
And, of course, I would have a whole division for the Storytelling Teams made up of graphic designers,
photographers, videographers, copywriters, and fact-checkers who will serve multiple missionaries per
team by telling their stories through The Storybook.
Right now, The Storybook has features like general updates, location information, story characters,
highs and lows, story highlights, prayer requests, how to give, and how to contact. A few other fun
potential ideas to include in The Storybook that were not fleshed out in this thesis are:
• recipes from the missionary’s field culture in a section of their Storybook profile
• web links to fashions either similar to what is worn in the missionary’s field culture or the exact
clothing worn by that culture
• links to businesses that support the missionary’s sending organization, or that have products for sale
made by people in the area where the missionary is doing ministry, especially people that might be
poor and illiterate and unable to make a living because of their culture or living situation
In addition to the departments listed before, Fieldguide would also have a marketing team that creates
social media content and advertising materials for churches to point people back to the Fieldguide
website. Both the social media content and church materials would direct people to specific content
on the website that they might be interested in, while equipping churches with materials and language
to disciple their members in missions.

In terms of the bringing awareness to the purpose of missions, Fieldguide uses its teaching webpage
(The Greenhouse), as well as its core values as stated on its About webpage to iterate that missions is
not about American saviors doing good things and forcing their culture on others, but embracing other
cultures and teaching them the Gospel so that every tribe, tongue, and nation will one day worship
before the throne of the Lamb. Research showed that for Millennials to get involved in something,
they wanted to first know the reasoning behind it. The Greenhouse aims to fulfill that.
With bringing awareness to the value of missions, Fieldguide aims to show Millennials through stories.
That was the impetus behind The Storybook: a place where people could find missionary stories that
would move them to action. Because relationships are also a huge part of why Millennials do anything, The Storybook encourages supporter relationships with missionaries through personal anecdotes, clearly stating how to get in contact, and ease of use for more frequent connecting. Research
showed that people usually get involved in missions because they know someone else who is currently
involved. Through the relationships that The Storybook facilitates, more people than ever will likely
start engaging in missions.
Lastly, the need for connecting people to missions opportunities led to The Harvest Field and The
Trellis, a job board of sorts for short term trips, missions initiatives, missions conferences, and other
opportunities and events. The goal of these two webpages was to bring opportunities to people who
might otherwise not know where to look, and to make it easy for someone experienced in missions to
find what they’re looking for. All the filters on both the Harvest Field and The Trellis are based on what
the research found that people need—for example, to see how they can make a difference, to use their
gifts in missions, and to have options of varying levels of involvement for different stages of life.
Overall, Fieldguide directly takes what the research found and put the solution in the easy-to-use
format of a website. The problem was a lack of awareness and engagement, and through the website,
Fieldguide brings awareness and provides multiple avenues for engagement.

Fieldguide could also potentially have a research division that strives to collect accurate data on
missions, adding to the existing knowledge or revising outdated statistics, such as the “less than 1%”
statistic mentioned on pages 29–30 of the literature review. This data could then be shared and used
for data mining and analytics, which could have an impact on engaging and recruiting Millennials and
future generations to missions.
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APPENDIX A: PERMISSIONS

All images not created by Victoria Dissmore fall under the category of fair use. The reasoning behind
this determination follows the four factors listed in section 107 of the U.S. Copyright Act:
1. The images are being used for nonprofit educational and noncommercial uses. They are merely for
showing from an academic standpoint how Victoria Dissmore arrived at the final visual solution for
this thesis. Victoria Dissmore is not claiming to own or to have created such images.
2. The images have previously been published.
3. The images are low-quality thumbnail screenshots and only show a portion of the original work.

APPENDICES

4. The use of these images in this thesis does not harm the existing or future market for the original
work or value of the original work because this thesis is not selling the images and they are too
small to be viably done so from this thesis.

The following sections outline Victoria Dissmore’s permissions to
publish images, approval from the Liberty University Institutional
Review Board to conduct interviews, and the full, un-summarized,
anonymous interview data (see condensed data on pages 56–62).
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APPENDIX B: IRB APPROVAL

In order to conduct interviews for this thesis, the student researcher (Victoria Dissmore) had to
receive approval from the Liberty University Institutional Review Board (IRB), through completing the
IRB application for review and the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI Program).
Date: 2-3-2022
IRB #: IRB-FY21-22-582
Title: Commissioned to the Nations: Using Graphic Design to Mobilize Millennials for God’s Strategic Mission
Creation Date: 12-20-2021
End Date:
Status: Approved
Principal Investigator: Victoria Dissmore
Review Board: Research Ethics Office
Sponsor:

Study History
Submission Type Initial

Review Type Limited

Decision Exempt - Limited IRB

Key Study Contacts
Member David Meyer

Role Co-Principal Investigator

Contact dwmeyer@liberty.edu

Member Victoria Dissmore

Role Principal Investigator

Contact vdissmore@liberty.edu

Member Victoria Dissmore

Role Primary Contact

Contact vdissmore@liberty.edu

COLLABORATIVE INSTITUTIONAL TRAINING INITIATIVE (CITI PROGRAM)
COMPLETION REPORT - PART 1 OF 2
COURSEWORK REQUIREMENTS*
* NOTE: Scores on this Requirements Report reflect quiz completions at the time all requirements for the course were met. See list below for details.
See separate Transcript Report for more recent quiz scores, including those on optional (supplemental) course elements.
• Name:
• Institution Affiliation:
• Institution Email:

Victoria Dissmore (ID: 10766724)
Liberty University (ID: 2446)
vdissmore@liberty.edu

•
•
•
•

Curriculum Group:
Course Learner Group:
Stage:
Description:

Social & Behavioral Research - Basic/Refresher
Social & Behavioral Researchers
Stage 1 - Basic Course
Choose this group to satisfy CITI training requirements for Investigators and staff involved primarily in
Social/Behavioral Research with human subjects.

•
•
•
•
•

Record ID:
Completion Date:
Expiration Date:
Minimum Passing:
Reported Score*:

46415337
23-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2024
80
92

REQUIRED AND ELECTIVE MODULES ONLY
Belmont Report and Its Principles (ID: 1127)
Liberty University (ID: 15111)
Populations in Research Requiring Additional Considerations and/or Protections (ID: 16680)
History and Ethical Principles - SBE (ID: 490)
Defining Research with Human Subjects - SBE (ID: 491)
The Federal Regulations - SBE (ID: 502)
Assessing Risk - SBE (ID: 503)
Informed Consent - SBE (ID: 504)
Privacy and Confidentiality - SBE (ID: 505)
Unanticipated Problems and Reporting Requirements in Social and Behavioral Research (ID: 14928)
Internet-Based Research - SBE (ID: 510)

DATE COMPLETED
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021
23-Dec-2021
23-Dec-2021
23-Dec-2021
23-Dec-2021
23-Dec-2021
23-Dec-2021
22-Dec-2021

SCORE
3/3 (100%)
No Quiz
5/5 (100%)
5/5 (100%)
4/5 (80%)
4/5 (80%)
4/5 (80%)
5/5 (100%)
4/5 (80%)
5/5 (100%)
5/5 (100%)

For this Report to be valid, the learner identified above must have had a valid affiliation with the CITI Program subscribing institution
identified above or have been a paid Independent Learner.
Verify at: www.citiprogram.org/verify/?k568e48dc-314d-425d-b05a-0374b1aa5597-46415337
Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI Program)
Email: support@citiprogram.org
Phone: 888-529-5929
Web: https://www.citiprogram.org

February 3, 2022
Victoria Dissmore
David Meyer
Re: IRB Exemption - IRB-FY21-22-582 Commissioned to the Nations: Using Graphic Design to Mobilize Millennials
for God’s Strategic Mission

APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW DATA
PEOPLE USUALLY FIRST GET INVOLVED IN MISSIONS BECAUSE...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

their parents or grandparents are missionaries
they know someone involved in missions
they go on a short-term trip
someone tells them about missions
they become a Christian and missions is inherently part of that
they learn about what unreached people groups are
they aren’t satisfied with their typical lives pursuing the American dream
they want to travel the world
they are shown God’s heart for the nations throughout the whole Bible

PEOPLE STAY INVOLVED IN MISSIONS BECAUSE...
• they want their lives and work to have eternal impact, they want to feel like the work they’re doing is
purposeful and eternally significant
• they want people to know Jesus
• missions is exciting
• they feel a call or a burden to serve God in this way
• the Gospel compells them—the more they grow in Christ the more they become interested in his
mission, especially after seeing it throughout scripture
• they have a heart for a certain people group
• they see that this type of life—different from their current life—is what they’ve been searching for

Dear Victoria Dissmore, David Meyer,
The Liberty University Institutional Review Board (IRB) has reviewed your application in accordance with the Office
for Human Research Protections (OHRP) and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulations and finds your study
to be exempt from further IRB review. This means you may begin your research with the data safeguarding methods
mentioned in your approved application, and no further IRB oversight is required.
Your study falls under the following exemption category, which identifies specific situations in which human
participants research is exempt from the policy set forth in 45 CFR 46:104(d):
Category 2.(iii). Research that only includes interactions involving educational tests (cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude,
achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures, or observation of public behavior (including visual or
auditory recording) if at least one of the following criteria is met:
The information obtained is recorded by the investigator in such a manner that the identity of the human subjects
can readily be ascertained, directly or through identifiers linked to the subjects, and an IRB conducts a limited IRB
review to make the determination required by §46.111(a)(7).
Your stamped consent form(s) and final versions of your study documents can be found under the Attachments tab
within the Submission Details section of your study on Cayuse IRB. Your stamped consent form(s) should be copied
and used to gain the consent of your research participants. If you plan to provide your consent information
electronically, the contents of the attached consent document(s) should be made available without alteration.
Please note that this exemption only applies to your current research application, and any modifications to your
protocol must be reported to the Liberty University IRB for verification of continued exemption status. You may
report these changes by completing a modification submission through your Cayuse IRB account.
If you have any questions about this exemption or need assistance in determining whether possible modifications to
your protocol would change your exemption status, please email us at irb@liberty.edu.
Sincerely,
G. Michele Baker, MA, CIP
Administrative Chair of Institutional Research
Research Ethics Office
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PEOPLE MIGHT HESITATE TO GET INVOLVED BECAUSE...
• they have concerns about living a hard lifestyle, experiencing persecution, having to adapt so much,
needing such a long time to learn the language
• it’s hard to share the gospel with people who initially oppose it
• they don’t want one parent becoming so engrossed in work that they neglect the family
• they don’t want to support people who separate their overseas jobs from the gospel (ex: separating
medical care from spiritual care)
• they don’t want to be associated with people who stand on boxes and say turn or burn
• they can’t see what the approach or goal of the missions team is
• they don’t want to become American saviors creating unsustainable ministry models
• they don’t want to support or go on short-term missions that don’t have a goal of long-term, sustainable mission work, while supporting the community and building the local church to last, (ex:
people in poor African nations only excited because “rich white people are here to give us stuff ”,
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

don’t want to just go and fix something then leave never to be seen again)
they don’t feel comfortable supporting missionaries without some sort of authority over them like
the local church for the sake of accountability and sustainability
they have concerns about their personal safety
they have concerns about their ability to be effective (ex: “am I even called overseas? Is that where I
can be most effective for the kingdom of God?”)
they don’t want to enable unhealthy behavior by giving to a missionary who’s unhealthy or a ministry
that’s not effective or missionaries who aren’t being good stewards of the money given to them
they don’t know how to get involved or what opportunities are even available
life circumstances make it hard to travel (ex: having young kids)
it can be overwhelming to see so much need in the world that they feel helpless and don’t do anything because they can’t do everything
some missions campaigns make people feel guilty for not doing more
they can’t see where their money is going or what the financial process entails
it’s hard to take time off work to go on a trip
don’t feel the call to go overseas
they don’t enjoy traveling, can be stressful
they already feel called to do ministry locally
they get distracted and forget about supporting missions, out of sight out of mind
they don’t enjoy support raising, for various reasons
they don’t want to support missions lacking in cultural competency
they might have varying degrees of mental health issues, which causes missions organizations to
prevent them from going
they think missions is just one of the optional Christian categories that a follower of Jesus can get
involved in

MISSIONS HAS VALUE BECAUSE...
• it gives you the best job
• it gives me purpose, a sense of knowing you’re doing what God is calling you to do and that it will
have eternal significance, it’s an opportunity to use your life to add value to the mission of God
• it allows you to dedicate more time to wholeheartedly doing what all Christians are called to do—
shine our light
• learning other cultures is fun and shows you there’s more than one way to do things, gives you
broader sense of how people do things, enriches your perspective
• travel and new experiences are fun, missions gives you unprecedented experiences
• it helps you understand what God is already doing all over the world in terms of bringing people into
his kingdom, “missions is like a treasure hunt where you’re trying to find the hearts that God has
already prepared to receive the good news”
• it gives you hope in this broken world, that there are people spreading the gospel everywhere and
making positive changes in the world
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• it enables you to witness God’s spirit moving first-hand, which is really exciting and beautiful, and
you get to see it with your own eyes
• you get to help people see (and be part of making) this world as it ought to be
• you get to give people something that can never be taken from them
• you get to to share the gospel with people who have never ever heard so they have a fresh curiosity
and new perspective that you get to share in (as opposed to people who have heard somewhat but
don’t believe)
• it forces you to have a constant attitude of surrender and dependence on the Lord, actively listening
to his voice and then acting in obedience
• you get to learn about who God is through the lens of another culture
THIS WOULD PRACTICALLY HELP PEOPLE ENGAGE IN MISSIONS MORE...
• being able to rally like-minded people to do missions work together
• the local church encouraging missions more, providing a structure for people to grow in missions
within the local church
• someone telling them how they can get involved, especially practical steps
• their local church affirming that they are called to go overseas
• their local church presenting opportunities for involvement
• the local church bringing in missionaries to speak or have a meal together
• missionaries asking to be supported—sometimes people don’t give because they’re not asked
• personally knowing people who have gone overseas or who are going overseas
• recurring exposure to missionary needs and prayer requests and gospel work in general
• reminders to pray and give and learn what’s going on overseas
• opportunities to connect missions to skills they already have
• mission trips being more affordable—especially if you’re older because people are less likely to financially support you to go on a trip
• supporting more missions mobilizers—people who create laborers for the harvest
THIS WOULD INSPIRE PEOPLE TO ENGAGE IN MISSIONS MORE...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

believing in the true mission of God, having a theological and biblical foundation for missions
knowing that missions is not just for select people but every follower of Jesus
the ability to get to know missionaries personally and have a relationship with them
hearing missionaries’ personal stories’
experiencing Jesus in their own life such that they want to share him more
being more in scripture, seeing God’s heart for all peoples in the Bible
seeing that there are people really hurting all over the world, that every day people are dying and
going to hell, stats about unreached people groups
• putting real faces to the needs and statistics through trips or visual media, seeing specifically how
even just one person’s life has changed because a missionary shared Jesus with them
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• hearing about current needs of missionaries, seeing what they need in real time
• seeing how a specific mission is helping people, what the purpose of the missionary’s work is, and
what the plan is for it to grow, inspiring them to be part of that growth
• hearing updates even for hard things like when there’s no growth but showing how the missionaries
are seeing God anyway
• being able to see they could make an actual change through giving or going
• being reminded that this life is not our own, that it is temporary but the kingdom of God is forever
• seeing that by not engaging they’re missing out on cool opportunities
• being able to see the missionary face to face to see their passion
• seeing what their support means to the missionary, how a lack of support affects their everyday life
• hearing how God has already been working overseas, hearing about real miracles
• exposure to the state of different types of needs around the world that could be met with practical
skills along with the gospel

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

to read the missionary’s letters (and the people who do read are 70+ years old so they’re aging out)
missionaries don’t always have the technical skills needed to share stories online
hard to make sure people understand what you mean over written communication
hard to ask for money without seeming greedy
Missionaries are one of many so their stories get lost in the mix because people can’t support every
missionary
can’t send video updates because afraid of being intercepted by the government in a country that’s
closed to the gospel
Facebook is too public, not secure, collects too much identifying information that could get leaked
it’s hard to make time to share updates as a single or widowed missionary
current update letter or prayer card services are too expensive
some missionaries don’t always have internet access to be able to send electronic updates

A NON-PROFIT SERVICE WOULD BE HELPFUL TO MISSIONARIES BECAUSE...
MISSIONARIES CURRENTLY SHARE UPDATES WITH SUPPORTERS
THROUGH...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

support newsletters or emails to individuals
letters or emails to churches
prayer cards
showing PowerPoint slides with photos and videos when visiting supporting churches
Facebook, Instagram, blogs
speaking with people directly over the phone
face to face interactions
prayer card design services

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

THE DRAWBACKS OF CURRENT SHARING METHODS ARE...
• it takes time
• graphics not as good if not graphically-skilled, hard to communicate creatively
• locals don’t like us taking photos or videos of them up close or without us in it but we don’t have
anyone to take good pictures of us with them
• missionaries don’t have anyone to take good pictures in general
• support letter email open rate has declined over time
• out of sight out of mind, easy for people to not open emails or forget about the missionary in
between updates, out on the field missionaries feel like no one remembers them
• it’s hard to keep up with sharing updates frequently enough for supporters
• it’s hard to make my work sound exciting, (ex: people not so interested in the technical details of
Bible translation), my work doesn’t always feel important enough to share with other people who
may not be interested in the specifics, hard to get a narrative out of normal routine mundane stuff
• most people have too short attention spans to read whole letters or blog posts, or they just forget
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

they would have someone to do the technical stuff for them
a lot of missionaries would prefer to have updates written up for them
a lot of missionaries would love to have someone gather information for their updates for them
missionaries would be able to collaborate with their storytelling team, regular design consultant who
could transfer a prayer letter in Word or a missionary’s “word vomit” to a nice digital format
won’t have to pay professional, true-market value since it’s a non-profit that people will donate to,
though missionaries would be willing to pay for travel and food and board and transportation, or
even a minimal reasonable rate
time is money—someone else gathering and sharing updates for them would give missionaries more
time for ministry
once the missionary’s “brand” was set up, the missionary could add content without having to think
about what it looks like or make as many descisions
it would remind them to share their updates because it’s easy to do and their supporters will be
waiting to hear from them
it would be more secure than other sharing methods
it would allow their stories to be shared with people outside of their immediate support circle and
beyond their current reach
missionaries would have access to someone who could give them feedback on their writing or their
designs if they do want to create some of the content themselves
the missionary could choose what gaps in their own skillsets they would like to be filled by their
storytelling team
it would allow missionaries to share updates with hundreds of people but not on a messaging platform where hundreds of people can respond all at once and overwhelm the missionary
missionaries could potentially gain storytelling skills through working with their storytelling team
who could teach the missionaries, so when the team isn’t with them the missionaries could know
better what to include in their updates or how to quickly edit an update video
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THIS NON-PROFIT SERVICE WOULD BE HELPFUL TO MISSIONS AGENCIES/
ORGANIZATIONS AND CHURCHES BECAUSE...
• it would give their missionaries more time to do ministry
• the stories would be shared by people who actually have the skills and can do it well
• the storytelling teams would have experience in the current trends and current technologies and
would stay up to date so missionaries won’t have to—missionaries don’t have time to study the culture they left because they’re busy learning new culture (ex: some missionaries still think Facebook is
the cutting edge of social technology)
• instead of paying a bunch of different people in a bunch of different organizations to do storytelling
work for a bunch of different missionaries, just pay this one non-profit to be able to do this same
work for multiple missionaries across multiple organizations—will cost way less, and so more of the
money people donate can go straight to the missionaries instead of administrative people scattered
around different organizations
• they wouldn’t have to re-train their missionaries on how to connect with each new generation
WHAT PEOPLE WANT TO SEE IN THIS DIGITAL TOOL (WEBSITE OR APP):
• clean, organized, not too many links, simple, not trying to do too many things at once, not too busy,
easy to navigate and easy to see everything, visually appealing, quick highlights with the option to
see more
• security, able to use if serving in restricted nations, a way for those missionaries to share their
updates online without fear of being discovered by their governments, having people create an
account and be vetted before they can interact with a missionary
• ability to search for a missionary by country or type of ministry or language or people group so
random people who are interested in supporting a specific type of ministry or people group, etc. can
give without breaching security
• how to pray for individual missionaries
• show people how they can communicate with missionaries
• a toned down shortened version of the Perspectives class, teach people the purpose of missions,
information about unreached people groups
• connection to events and retreats and classes about missions
• resources for learning about other countries and missions statistics
• missionaries to have their mission/vision statements searchable so like-minded people can find
them, a way to connect with people who have the same missions mind/vision/goals
• show supporters what missionaries are actually doing—tell their Jesus stories, tell how God is working, emphasize the gospel instead of just look at this fun trip I’m doing, share their strategy to get
conversions, share what God is speaking to them
• tell people how long missionaries have been where they are
• share what missionaries’ strategies are, what their overall goal is, so supporters will be able to see
true biblical strategy, what they’re actually trying to do
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• show supporters where their money is actually going
• the ability for missionaries to securely share video updates/testimonies both filtered and unfiltered
• have missionaries specify what organization or church they’re with so people can search by missions
organization or their local church and get involved through that organization or their church
• set up so people can only view content if in certain country
• calling cards for existing opportunities that show exactly what someone who’s interested would be
doing, what value it has, why they should look into it more, what purpose and significance they can
have by doing it, how they can meet a need
• show people how this system will impact the gospel or the 1040 window or specific places
• Provide links to latest research like Barna or Joshua Project on a resources page
• be careful when telling missionary stories because you don’t know who’s out there listening, you
want to respect the people you’re telling stories about because people you’re ministering to can find
your stories, so maybe don’t use names or other identifying information for public stories
• allow missionaries to have control over their profiles as well so they can update information as
needed, set it up so they can easily fill out a form or something to add frequent updates to their
profiles, or upload new content without being responsible for making it look nice
• collaboration between the missionary and the storytelling team that sets up their profile so they can
request updated videos or other content every once in a while, also collaboration with the missionary’s church or organization so they can share updates for the missionary if they want, and the
missionary has the ability to approve the content before it goes live on their profile
• a type of Craigslist for missionaries, like a job board showing where the missions opportunities are, a
way for random people to find positions they can fill with their skillsets, filter by skills needed
• allow people to filter missions trips by specific places so people can search for where they want to
go, or search by where they are currently so they can find people going on trips from where they are
• a way to filter opportunities by what type of ministry a person is interested in (ex: church planting,
social ministries, ESL ministries, etc.)
• a way for random people to find opportunities to get involved with missionaries without disclosing
the missionary’s private info
• a way to donate directly to the non-profit so they have money for sending storytelling team
• might need to be pushy—email or notification every time a supported missionary posts something
new, need a way to get people to look, put info in front of them instead of making them pursue it
• small updates, not too much information all at once and rarely but bits of information frequently
• be able to see the specific financial need and specifics of what the needs are—don’t neglect the
details so people can feel like they’re actually contributing to close this monetary gap
• be transparent with financial needs, show the missionary’s budget or a bar with general support
progress, transparency in funding requests right up front without supporters having to seek it out
• allowing to stay logged in so you don’t have to log in each time
• be able to directly message the missionary through the website without having to log in
• a way to send a missionary a personalized card or message
• get a designated password for a missionary or a secure link or both (ex: visit an unlisted link then
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•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

type in a code to access content, like Jackbox games)
a way for people to set up weekly or monthly or whatever reminders to pray for the missionaries or
to check their profiles
a way to send emergency requests for medical assistance or finances for some emergency purchase
featured stories/groups/trips—like a group that’s really close to their full funding that random people
can give to, or a crazy story of something God did (with a button where people can suggest what the
featured story should be)
an interactive map for trips, and churches/organizations can sign up for a widget that automatically
posts their trips to the map so people can filter by church
opportunities for whole churches to get involved in missions or find a missionary to send, allow
churches to advertise that they’re looking for a missionary to send
incorporate a checkbox system—every time you read a story you check a box, “I read this” or “I
prayed for this” (makes people want to read more and help remember what you’ve already read or
prayed for, could also be encouragement to missionary if they can see when you’ve prayed or read)
widgets showing stats or other missions info, linking to sites like Joshua Project or PrayerCast or
Stratus or Operation World
free, but donate if you want to
have a short abstract for missionary stories or a short summary of their profiles
a way to track global missions movements, to see where God is moving around the world
being able to check in with just a few missionaries you’re supporting through prayer or finances and
want to stay connected with instead of seeing everybody
being able to filter opportunities by what stage of life you’re in
being able to filter opportunities by timeframe or length of time
a way to link a missionary’s existing blog or website or social media page to their profile so they don’t
have to start from scratch
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